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Gr~ ups will unit e to recy cle
$300 0 will be. spe.n t on collec tion barre ls
_By ~oige Athanas
· The university wants to According· to Grav~s and Alµ- · _..,
In an effort to promote
recycling efforts on campus the "visibly support recycling ef- iner, 50 percent of the money ·
university will allocate $3,000 forts," Kinnear said. "The uni- colle_c ted by the groups workfor the purchase of permanent versity recognizes the impor- ing together would be returned
tance of the protection of the to GAIA to be usedrfor·educarubber barrels.
tiohal purposes, · 20 percent
t." ·
environmen
The barrels will replace
go to a general scholarwould
for
Students
UNH
and
GAIA
used
now
boxes
cardboard
the
to collect cans in most build- Recycling are also aware of the ship fund for all UNH students,
ings _on campus, students rep- importance of recycling. GAIA 10 percent would go tq a scholresenting both campus recy- has been coordinating recycling arship fund for environment al_.
cling organization s announced -efforts on campus for over a related majors, 10 percent
at the Student Senate meeting year. UNH Students for Recy.:. woul4$0 to a scholarship fund
cUngwas organized earlier this for commuter /transfer stulast Sunday.
d has been collect- dent:;;, .and 10 percent would
of
semester.an
member
.
a
r,
EllenAlpine
GAIA, the campus environ- ing cans weekly from residence be divided up among the cam~
mental group, and Brian halls and fratemities for sev- · pus residence halls ~pd Greek
Graves, organizer of UNH Stu- eral weeks. Sunday night both houses which collect the cans.
. dents for Recycling, a' new groups resolved to work to- Graves said the amount of
student organization , said their gether in this latest recyclmg > _m oneyanorgan izationrecei ves
will be proportiona l· to the
,
groups would work together effort.
number of cans that group
money
used
has
,
GAIA
with members of University
'
Grounds and Roads to imple- made from recycling to fund. contributes.
Alpiner said this organizaspeakers and the educational
ment the project.
According to Grounds and efforts, said GAIA member Flo tional arrangemen t is "ten_ta~ve" pending approval by the
Roads Manager Ron Lavoie, the Reed.
permanent rubber barrels
_, -fh•••hersa nd &eJLl-C:ICHJJJlil a.oo:rs (see below) are
Both fire-eztl
.
' . gg, San
UNH Students for Recy-:- entirGe GAIAsaigroduJp.. G
· • ••·
re ·
raves
should be in campus-buildings cling was originally organized
nd5 (MJke Parnh~. photo).
with 80 percent of the money it born, dean for Student Affairs, , flame-fight ing frie
by the end of the semester.
The money to purchase the . made funding scholarship s for · will be -meeting with th~ two
. organization s, to resolve any
containers will come from the UNH students; Graves said.
Urie budget of t he Groundse~d.. · ~he new prqpd~al ,pre- differences which may ari~
Roads CampusB~i lding Main- sented by both organization s wfien the group begins to work
- tenance ·fund, Executive Vice Sunday includes a combµia- as one.
.
.
tlon of both groups' ideas.
President Gus Kinnear said.
1

UN H vio late s:

Sta te fire cod e
By. Eileen

McEleney

fire improvemen ts and address
UNH is in violation of a
stateflresafe tycodethats tates the problem ~y _tackling the
dormitories and motels must serious ones as soon as possible,• said Konk.
hav~ self-clost:n£ doors for in'Acco_rding to Konk, the.
dividual rooms. according to a
uni~ersity p~t self-closing
local fire chi~f.
in Jes~ie Doe Hall on a
doon;
Fire
Deputy
_University
Chief Michael Hoffman said . trial basis about two years ag9.
the university is in violation of There we:re increased , inc,h
the code in all dorms but Jessie derices oflockouts and vandal,
ism, _s aid Kon~ · , . ,
Doe-and Lord Hall. '
"The students will prop .
__,_ -- The required dorm doors
are called "twenty minute . open the doors," said Scott
doors," because in tests they· Chesney, director of residen- tial programmin g and assiswill contain fire for an average
of twenty minutes, said . tant dean of students.
According to Hoffman,·the
Hoffman.
of room 114 was open,
door
Deputy
·
to
According
Hoffman ,the violation, which · and the fire spread across the
_
is a misdemeano r, has a fine of hall. quickly.
h~
depai1ment
fire
The
.
$1,000 a day per.violation
Referring to the McLaugh- approved of the renovations
Un Hall. fire on October 8, ·thatwe have dor;ie, said Konk.
Hoffman said th~t th~ ~
Hoffman ~d. "It (such~ door)
ndenvironm ental
departmenta
fire
the
contairied
have
-would
.services ·have devi~d a flvefor at least .t wenty.minut es.~
"We have not prosecuted ·, year repair and renovations
plan. He ~aid the fire c;lepartthe univers~ty because we are
trying to work with them," said ment has notified the university about the renovations
'
·
Hoffman.
That fire gutted room 114, . yearly, through polices, ap.d by
a formal report is~ued in 1985.. ·.
.damaged the room across the
"'lbere ls no funding from
hall, and caused smoke dam- , age to the hallway and othet · the state,'" said Konk. He said
that in the 1970s. the state
rooms.
Willlarn. Konk, manager of funded , a project whtch put
environmen tal services, said- smoke detectors in all the halls
or· the dormitories, , and that·
that asbestos removal and the
they (the state) haven't funded
·
·
Jessie
addition of a stairway in
poe hall are of higher priority anything by. the way of fire
than installing' fire doors in .prevention since then.
: ..Our (university fire pre_residence halls. He added the ·
program · surpassed
ventlon)
the
have
university doesn·t
most (colleges) in the country."
funding for the doors.
said Konk.
~ . "You hc:tve to look at all the
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'N AT /0 NA L .. NE W S BR IE FS
1

. ,.Hou se Rep. -ac.c use~ .

. :,/~of ·s exiia l harassment'

Nort 4wes t _iet mak es ,
eme rgen cy land ing-~

.Chil d s~pp ort
• Jat e d
I aws vio

. : Seri ate·: vote s on_flag·_
·burnin,g ame ~dm ent ~
Washing ton (AP) - A push for a constitut ional
.amendment to protect the american flag against
y. .The

Monte vista, Colo. (AP) - A Northwe st Airlines jet ·
Indian:apolis (AP) - A gra'nd jury indicted two ,men
Washing ton (AP) - The House Committ ee con104 people abo~d made an emergen cy
with
ng federal hous-:
cl1;1ded. W~denes day that Rep. Jim Bates, D- Wedenes day on charges of defraudi
at a small, unattend ed airport Wedenes -landing
first
the
were
nts
indictme
Calif., is1 guilty of sexually harrassln :g two of his ing program s. . The· federal
de probe 'o f theft and day after losing , electrical · power, sliding off a
. female s,t atfers and approvin g imprope r cam- in Indi~,i fr<>m •a • nationwi
artmento fHous- short runway and into the mud, official·s said: .
patgn·act tvilyinhi scongres sional•office. TheSan politlcal de~ision -makiilg attheDep
U ~S. Attorney Debo- The oc.:g filled with smoke after landing, and the
Diego laWII).akerwas informed in a letter that "the ing an Urb~ D~v.eio,pment, said
.two. cases are captain had to use an ax stored 'above an eme:r~
these
say
co~tte e formally and publicly reproves you" for rah J. Dant~is. ·. "I would
of cases you will see gencyex ittorelea secabinp ressmea ndallow the
violating a House rule prohibiti ng sexual haras- symptom atic and tJie types
the governm ent in , doors to open, a passenge r said. One of the99
sementa nd an ethics guideline ban1Iig campaig n . across the country in · fraud on
separate indict- - passenge rs was -treated for shock and minor'
workina congress lonaloffi ce. The committe e did .., HUDpro grams,"s hesaid. Namedin
Joseph W. · injuries at a hospital in Alamosa nearly 20 miles
agent
estate
real
e
nQt ask the House to disipline Bates, but told him ments were Zionsvill
olis business Garry W. Newman , from this southern Colorado city and released,
.any further violation in the same areas of conduct ,_· Cirillo and Indianap
sales. Daniels said _ hospital officials saic;l. The pilot suffered minor
. "mayres ulfinarec ommend ation thatdisip linary a former 'closing agent for HUD
help applican ts for cuts and bruises: The .,p lane was flying from
to
ts
Cirillo made false statemen
action be c.o nsidered ,"
. low-inco me housing assistanc e obtain HUD-ins ured Minneap olis to Phoenix.
mortgage s for' propertie s for which Cirillo was the_
. ·broker. ·

•

•

~o :a~cu sed of·
,. defrauding HUD

1

32 mill ion Ame rica ns
live in__pove rty

1

•

Washing ton (AP) - Nearly 32 America ns lived in
poverty in -1988, the Census Bureau reported .
Wedenes day, marking the second year in which
the nation made no significa nt inroades against
. _poverty despite the economic expansio n. "It looks
· like this is as low as it's going to get for~ while and
. it isn't very low," said Robert _Greenste in of the
Center on Budget and Policy Prtorities , a private
research_group. "It is disturbin g that despite a
sixth year of economi c re~overy, both tpe nation's
poverty rate and the income of a typical household showed no significa nt imoprove ment." The
Census Bureau, however, found some cause for
encourag e!)lent in the report, pointing ~o a I. 7
percent increase in per capita personal income
·
lastyear . ·

I

yesterda
Cambrid ge,. Mass. (AP) - Middlese x county officials desecrat iona proved too weak
amendm ent the
of
favor
in
-48
51
brought five fathers into civil court Wedenes day for · Senate voted
required for
majority
s
two-third
the
of
short
far
s,
allegedly failing to make child support payment
to Presirebuff
sound
a
is
defeat
The
.
approval
the
for
an
spokesm
;
accordiri g to Thomas Samoluk
ent
amendm
an
for
pushed
Middlese x District Attorney 's office. Investiga tors , dent Bush. He has
declCourt
Supreme
e
n
Ju_
a
after
shortly
from District Attorney 's. Scott Harshbar ger·s office . since
done in protest.
arrested flv~ men early Wedenes day morning . An- · sion protectin g flag burning
said it would
had
ent
amendm
the
of
Critics
·
appeared
and
in
es
themselv
other two fathers turned
of expresfreedoms
tional
before Judge Paul _Menton in Cambrid ge 'District tamper with constjtiu
a unique
as
flag,
the
said
rs
supporte
But
sion.
Court. 'The seven men were ordered to pay various
ional
constitut
deserved
ideals
U.S.
of
symbol.,
$7,080.
to
amounts owed ranging from $2,762
to the
bill
a
sent
has
s
•congres
itself.
n
protectio
con-·
would
Unit
support
child
his
Harshbe rger ·satd
to knowing ly deface
_tinuetoc onductpe riodic"sw eeps"ofi ndividua lswho Presiden t .making it illegal
said he'll let the bill
has
Bush
t
Presiden
flag.
the
·
fail to pay their child support.
become law, but without his signature .
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·Par ade to floa t dow n Ma in Str eet
ht
-~est ivitie s -will start to roll at .5 p.tn. tonig
.
·
.

.
.By George Athanas .
spection and registrat ion
near ~-lot, instead of the
Floats participa ting in
requirem ents, as well as
nt
Apartme
aduate
Undergr
tonight's •Homecom ing
UNH fire code regulatio ns,
lot.
parking
(UAC)
Cof!1plex
.
to
- parade will.be regtJ!red
she said. Any float which arget a police escort home. • --•: -- -Th¢_JJA_~'-parking lot is a
i
ftet-4.:.3Q,,p .~m- will not
-~·rtves-a
usually·
lliaTis
lot
al
residenti
This was decided in a
..._ttt!~i!\:
:
:
fii.-~·
~
te
participa
to
allowed
be
,
does
and
night
Friday
on
full
Durham
meeting between
the parade.
not provide enough space for
police, universit y police-an d
"Except for the police· ·, ·
. floats t~ maneuve r without
the Student Actlvitits Prothese are all the
escorts
ency
emergen
blocking
grammin g Office earlier this
ns we had iast
regulatio
same
.
.
:olice
y
u~~v~sit
__
;
!z"~ce~_
.~-~-,.
~..
____
.,,...:,,
. __
-month__ . 1! ;:;
··,··-=- ...;: .
.,sai<il.,.-~
·:pa-r~~;!:e,
~yea:rt
"':
n•satd~-Accordin g to Betsy Par- . Cli-iefRoger Beaoooi
.
.
.
ctlnga~·-are-expe
"We
·•.
·
.
of
"point
a
~as
There
proe~te, Student Activities
greater turnout this year,.. · · ·· · ·
assembly problem" last year,
gram advisor, the police
said. A $1,000 first
Jenkins
ambuan
Beaudoin said; if
escort w~ decided upon
the largest prize .
prize,
place
had
truck
fire
a
or
lance
·because of dangers the floats
of float .
history
the,
in
ever
UAC
the
into
get
to
needed
home
driving
might create
offered.
be
will
contest,
after dusk. A Durham police last year when the parade
This should provide
was liniiig up it would not
· officer will escort each float
incentive " for groups .
"more
U.
made
have
and a designat ed d~ver from
te, Parente said,
participa
to
point
starting
new
The
"
parade
the
where
C- lot,
better
providing
as
well
"as
run
..should· make the parade
enps, to the residence which
·
floats."
quality
_
Special
,"
smoothly
-more
created the float, Parente
Margi Lear ls all smiles, as well as the new
Parente said the winner
Events Coordina tor Kelly
· said.
(Ben Frazier~ photo).
of the costume contest will
Jenkins said. -The float will
The police agreed to hold
win a trip with a guest in a
the parade on Friday night . only have to make one
hot air balloon, suppli_ed by
tum
the
said,
she
comer,
. again this year, Parente
Glen Bailey of Concord. .The
Main
to
Road
Mast
from
first
the
was
. said. Last year
balloon will take off from the
S~eet. The parade will begin
year the parade was held
baseball field following the
down
at 5 p.m., traveling
Friday night instead of
homecom ing game tomor.
Cat
ending
and
Street
Main
.Saturday morning.
row.
lot, she added.
Universi ty police man- .
Following the parade
Lear ¢read y spear head ing chang e
The floats are schedule d
dated that the starting point
al
tradition
the
tonight;
today
p.m.
3:30
at
up
_to liJ!e
of the parade be changed,
By Laura Demne
bonfire will be held in the
.
and will be inspected by
Jonatha n · Garthwa ite,
Parente said. She Said the
Memoria l Union Student
Durham police, Parente said. -lower quad.
floats will line up on.the
chairper son of the Student
Org~t ion (MUSO) has a
Fee Council (SAFC);
right-han d side of Mast Road Floats must meet state inActivity
d
new presiden t, increase
optimisti c ~bout
been
also
has
the
for
plans
big
.nd
a
•
morale,
the recent chartges.
.future.
"Things are really rolling, ..
Former MUSO Presiden t, ·
1
.
·
.
By John Doherty
Garthwa ite. "We have
said
Octoon
Eric Stites, resigned
We received much more money s~spensi onofpledging by Pike~·
great commun ication between ·
·1t will be a homeless homeber 2nd· and recently ~lected
"No pledgtpg.,f9r a year is
from the billing (of the '· brothcoming for the brothers of Pi
Presiden t Margi Lear is look- .·. 'ttie SAFC aIJd MUSO."
re
Sophomo
said
harsh,"
rather
said.
he
,
expected
we
than
ers)
This is an importan t fac(Pike).
l\lpha
. Kappa
. ing forward to the work ahead ·
tor, as the SAFC provides all
'
_Closed last semes_ter by · "There will probably be a tele- Pike brother. John Halloran .·
of her. .. phone drive by the Alumni af- "It's very difficult for a frater- .
the funds that MUSO needs
their alumni and administ ra"I've got an exc_ellent
·
...
that
from
back
come
to
nity
we
that
After
ing.
homecom
upon
ter
imposed
s
ti~e sanction
staff.... I'm really hnpreflse d /to operate. Accordin g to
Other sanction s imposed
have to work on the fire codes
Garthwai te, this is a large sum
them, the fraternity is strugwith . the · people I'm working
and helping the brothers sub- on the Pike include holding althat needs careful budgetin g
gling to·rebuil d.
Lear ~d.
with,"
pross
awarene
rape
and
cohol
·
a
that's
~
.
..
_c
nt
apartme
optimisti
their
very
let
"We're
Stites, who was unavail- , and good planning .
grams that will be open to the
.
big problem...
"We're not here to make
about opening .again next
able Jor commen t, reportedl y
Financia l difficulties played ',, public ~d other commun ity
w~·re here to ~ive
money.
any
·
semester ;" said Pike Presiden t
because
position
the
vacated
a large role in the closing of the service activities .
the students~ " he said.
AlDobro n.
conflicts·withhis class
time
of
Pending the completi on of
house, said Dobron. Alcohol
That is , what MUSO is ·
"There's a lot that has to
work and his role~ presiden t
violation sresulted inaoneye ar these duties and an improved
with their fllin series,
doing
happen. It's like a big chain.
rs.
Governo
of
of MUSO Board
PIKE, PAGES
For approxim ately a week ·artslect ures,~dm usicalen - .
tertainm ent, such as the Uvand a half MUSO was without
Taylor concert toingston
a presiden t and its ·future
night.
·
n.
·uncertai
looked
. Lear stated that she has
Lear, who was appointe d
tQ the position after spending . included more popular films
into the film series, and also
last semester abroad, said the
has looked at plans for merg- ·
transitio n has been a smootli
· ing the musical program s of
one.
"'(hings are going amaz- "' the Student Committ ee of
Popular EJJ. tertainm en t
inglywell - we have great com.,.
(SCOPE) with the prog~~
municati on between us." said
, MUSO offers.
Lear.

-~---~,~l;t\l[

..
ne w pr es ide rtt
MU SO ge ts

Pike exp ects to-m ove bad ~ nex t yea r ·
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·WOR LD
U.S.-rejects Soviets' -

Republic of Hungary
Hungary's ·n ew \naDl~ .~udapest, Hungary (AP) - In the glare,of1V
lights, Parliament changed the country's communist name and created a democratic system
Wedenesday by adopting key constitutional
amenqments. The country was ren~ed the
Republic of Hungary. Like other Sovi~t.J>Joc ,.
nations, it had been known -as a "people's'repub~
lie" since 1949. But the chamber stalled on one
key move toward democracy, -p ostponing a decision on opposition calls for a referendum on when
to elect the head of the state~ Government leaders
~
want the election next month.
1

S. ·A frican priSOli.erS

reCOUDt eventS

_. ~equest to defect~·

Charleroi, Belgium (AP) - Two armed men
C~iro, Egypt (AP) - a Sovie.t artist appealed to
· the United Nations for :r;-efugee status Wedenes<lay. held up the post office of this souQ!ern industrial
after th~ U.S. Embassy ·rejected his bid to defect. ·. city Wedenesda_y and got away with $6.6 million,
Daoud Alyev of the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan, _police reported. Police said the men entered the
asked th~-~~irngffice p(the,u .N.Bigh_Corri~ssioner -'-'-PQSt offlce:_,;_thr..o~gh.-c?fhe~re~,.garage}·· pa:esed-"' ~ _f9r,.ReJugees to put him under 'its protection. The guard and secutity doors, and confronted emagency'srepresentive, Abdel-Mawla el-Solh, said the ployees who has just stacked into safes money
case would ·be examined to decide whether Alyev is brought from the Belgian National Bank. . The
eligible. Under the 1949 Geneva Convention on men acted "professionally," police said, adding .
-Refugees, a person qualifies for asylum ifhe is.in peril that an employee may have tipped them off about
of political or religious persecution at home. Alyev, the large delive:ry. - It was the, biggest holdup ever
45, dropped out of a tour group visiting Egypt last reported in Belgium.
week. He first asked the Turkish Embassy for asyluni
but was rejected. He went to the U.S. Ernbassyoµ
. Sunday with a note that said: "I ani a Soviet citizen~
I want to defect to the United State·s . I speak only
Russian."

Seweto, South Africa (AP) - Walter Sisulu
· was mocked by guards, and strip-searched forc~d
to break rocks in a quarry during 26 years in
pri~on, but pews of the struggle against apartheid
kept him from despa_ir. "I never had the feeling I
was· at th~ .lowe~t," the ,77-year-old African Na~ .
tiorial Congress leader said Wedenesday. Sisulu
· and two ANC colleagues, Elias Motsoaledi and
Ahmed Kathrada, recalled prison life during an
inteIView at a Soweto church with American
journalists. They and senior ANC leader Nelson
of planniµg anti-govtrnconvicted
were
Mandela
.
.
)
..
,
. ment sabotage and sentenced to life terms in
1964. Mandela remains in prison; but Sisulu;
Motsoaledi, Kathrada and two others sentenced
with the,m were am<?n.g eight long-term political
.
prisoners freed unconditionally Sunday.
,

<,

'

\

I

I

-Belgian r~bber.y . nets
<" record $6.6 million -

. Ke~ya_lifts ban on
news publica~ions

W. Germ.an crash kills
I

2 .Jn U.S. Army
Bonn (AP) _ Two US Army airmen died when
helicopter crashed during a
their AH-64 Apache
I
training exercise in Bavaria, an Army spokesperson
said Wedenesday. The crash occurred Tuesday evening near the village ofNeustadt-on:..Aisch, about 25
miles northwest of Nuremberg, said a spokesperson
for the Army's 7th Corps in Stuttgart. He identified
the copµot as 1st Lt. John D. Murphy of Texas. The
pilot's identity is beingwitheld pending notification of
kin. The tliers ~ere attached to C Troop, 2d Squardron, ·
6th Cavalry, 11th Aviation Brigade, stationed -in
Illesheim. "The alrcnift was conducting routine irainin•g when the· acddent occurred," the spokesperson
. said. An investigation team w~s ·en route from the
Army's safety center in F'ort Rucker, Ala. . \ ·' ·
~

~
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Nairobi; Kenya (AP) - Parll,ament has lifted
a four-month-old ban prohibiting Kenya's leading
newspaper chain from reporting on the legislative
body because it said the publishers had reformed
their editorial policies. Parli~ent banned the
Nation Group of newspapers from parliarnentazy
reporting June 28, contending it was antigovern~
ment and subversive. On Tuesday, legislators
said they believed the newspaper group had instituted sufficient reforms and should be allowed to
return to reporting on the Parliament. Immediatly
•after ·the ban was lifted, _Nation Group reporters
resumed their seats · in , the press g<:1ll~iy. The
chain includes three Swahili-language newspa- '
pers and two English-language newspapers, . including Kenya's most popular newspaper, 'the
.Daily Nation, which has a circulation of 250!,0d0
,copies.

Needed for
Studio Art Classes

NU
$7/hr
7:00 and ·9 :30

~unday ·

STRAFFORD ROOM in the MUB
STARRING: Paul Newman
· Jackie Gleason

PRESENTED by:

•

u.SO·

Contact:
-Arts Dept.
'PCACA201
862-2190

~
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Alcohol &: the IOve life inspected

.By~::

itl

PAGES

c
-,
/e·n·d·. .a·.,. -.'
r~~~~~~~~~---------•----..11

c':ri7u:;;:on and Services, pointed ; o~t that
advocates often ~bserve that a·
sexual activity, two of the is- though alcohol is often called
women make themselves vul- sues most commonly faced by "the social lubricant" because
nerable when they·drink, yet it
UNH partygoers, were .the fo- ·. it lowers inhibitions, drinking
is accep~ble pehavio:r for men, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20
,
cus of "Liquor arid Your Love to excess severely impedes
Ms. Gilqea-Diilzeo added·.
Life," a Health Services pres.- social interaction.
There is no question that MIDSEMESfER
entationforCong;everesidents
P~o_ple drink to feel comsexual activity, be it holding
Tuesday night.
fortable and impress people,
hands<,)rintercourse, is affected LAST DAX TO WITI-IDRAW 'fROM 11IE UNIVERSIJY .
C01Jgreve Resident As- students. at the presentation
by alcohol, she concluded. The WIIBQUT GRADES OF WP OR WF
sistant Robb Clemmons ex- observed, but usually leave an
emotions, expectatio:r:is, and
plained that he co.nsidered this unfavorable impression invalues of each partner, as well WO~EN'S SOCCER - vs. Stony Brook. 3 p.m.programan importantone-, es- stead. M_e n describe drunk
aspreventionofpregnancyand
pecially :early·in-theyearr be- -,.,.WJ>,.qi.~n .. ~~' .- o,bn.o xiou.,s --~t\~ _••. ,~?~}3;11Y -~ansmitted. diseases· _NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "Argentina and BrazilA Comparison of Their Development," 1liomas ·Skidmore,
cause freshmen are exposed cheap.
.- _ ar.~- n~gI~tted--~ when alcohol
Brown University. f:orum Rm., Dimond Library, 3:45 p.m.
to d~king and social :rela"Sloshed and passed out
impairs judgement.~·· - - , Information: 862-2398.
-,-c"" - - ~... •·····~- - . .
· ·
tt:onships (and their combined on a chair, they're l~ss appeal:Emotional and physical
effects) in different ways and ing," . one resident noted. • consequences can be devasHOMECOMING PARADE- Down l\fairi Street, Durham, 5
to gr~ater degrees than before. Women said drunk men came
tating. This is why, Gildeap.m. Floats arrive at UAC, 3:30 p.m. Costume Contest
Many don't know what to across as arrogant, pushy, and
Dinzeo insisted, education on
Judging, 4:15 p.m.
·
. ·
e~ctor what.is expected of even repulsive, particularly
al~ohol as a factor in relationthem, said Clemmons, and :-When they'rereallydrunkruid
ships is crucial. Residents
MEN'S HOCKEY -East Face-offNight with Boston College,
consequen:tly a lot of them get you're really sober."
seemed to agree.
Boston
University and Maine. Snively, 6 p.m. ·
.,
hurt.
Most agreed that a double
One sophomore commented
Topics inciuded the role of standard exists. Men are trathat she found the program,
n,
alcohol in social interaction, . ditlonally expected to drink
especially men's perspectives BONFIRE - Devine Hall, Lower Quad, Resid~ntial
·
6p.m.
.
,
.
tlle ,impressions intoxicated ·m ore and have more sexual · on women and drinking, very
men and women make on oth- · exploits than women, whom
informative.
ers,and.differencesinth~stan- societydictatesshouldremain
. \ ·C ongreve Resid¢nt Assis- ' 1ST ANNUAL SW!M MEET_. ·F ield House, 7:30 p~m~.
<lards of behavior for men and in control .of themselves arid
tcli\ts Clemmons and Darcy
women.
. ~exually "pure."
Grctss, and Gildea-Dinzeo ~r- LMNGSTON TAYLOR CONCERf .- Granite State Room;
MUB, 8 p.m., gerieral $10, undergrad full--t inie students
Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo,
Sexual assault preventipn
ran~ed the program. . · .
with ID $5. Tickets at MUB ·1 1cket Office, M-F, 10 a.m.:4
ass~ciate director of Health
1
p.m.
l
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Men
and women
, . .
.

discUSSI

effects of the male sten~otype ,

By Allyson_Schade
. Howdoyouflt-into-gender
stereotypes? Is your life influf enced significantly by these
~ images out society has set up
'#/ for us? Are you able fo sepa"'. rateyour"self'fromthesegeneraiizations?
These questions'and oth.- · ers were addressed in a group
discussion in Marston Mini
· · Dorm c~led "Men's Images,"
led by Peter Welch. .
Welch :works · with the
Health Education arid Services, focusing his work on promotional ideas like through
panels about health . .·
Ofthe turnout, six women
andfourmen, Welch said that
it -"typifies the need for talks
such as these. More often
women turn out to show their
concern and interest in ·:meri."
The group went on to discuss the · ~tereotype of men,
brainstonmng a list as- follows: "Men have to be": strong
(physically and emotionally),
nice-looking, rich, intelligent,'
athletic, outgoing, sexual, and
competitive in our society.
In trying-to ac~eve these
different "goals," men have difficulty in expressing ,,themselves and reaching out -to
_others, often feeling inade' quate based on these standards.
"I want to make i t clear
that these are stereotypes and
by no means true of all.men,"
saidWelch, with many listeners supporting him. All those
present agreed that theywould
like men' to be able and feel
free to express themselves.
The group dtseussed also
the lack of "connection" between men. Media and advertising have a significant influence on us, surrounding both
( men and women with these

ideals.
pressed that ..honestly, !'have
".We are-all affected l;)ythese more female clof?e friends than ·
ster~types," said one studen~. male close,friends. I find. that it
"whetherwefollowthemornot.. is easier to be expressive and
f
It is important also to rec- listen toexp:ressionwitliwomen
ognize that this typification is , than with men> ' ,
.
one of the United States; in
· · Again, accordi~g to Welch, ·
othercountries this is not found , this e~emplifles much of our
nearly as much, if at all.
. culture because "women noto.
. The . panel is designed for riously are more open and men
men to recognize this oppres- can more . easily learn about
sion and learn to reach inside caring through women."
·. themselves conjuring up those
Men often seek the comrepressed feelings that' · for .. pany of women in order to exgenerations men have been · press themselves."
· taught to hide. Welch emphaAlthol.lgh _this made stu. sized the necessity of the men dent repl'esented the minority
·p resent to share with other men ofthe men present on this point,
what t:;hey have learned.
the group agreed that it was
Another male student ex- STEREOTYPE, PAGE g
MONDA~,OCTOBER23

ARTEJG,iIBITION - :By Good Hflllds: New Hampshire Folk
Art." Art Galleries, Paul Arts. Jiours: M-W 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Th ~ 0 a.m.-8 p.m., Sa & Su 1-5 p.m., closed F.ri & holidays.

STUDENTS FOR CHOICE _: Mandatory meeting for all
- members. Strafford Room, lVlUB, 5:30 p.m~ ·
·TUESDAY,OCTOBER24

•· FIELD HOCKEY.- vs. Springfield; New Hampshire Hall, 3
_p.m.
FACUL1YLECIURESERIES -·"TheUnfinishedRevolution:
China from 1911 to 1989, !' Allen Linden, Assoc; Professor of
Histm:y. Alumni Center, 7:30-p.m.
DISTINGIUSHED LECTURER- Dr. Judith Rodin, Professor
& Chair, dept. ofPsychology,,Prof. ofMedicine,and Psychiatry,
Yale University. "Women's Health: Issues on the Threshold
of the Twenty-first Century." Room 4, Horton Social Science,
8 p.in_.
_ .
·.
.
·
_
'\

·

FACUL1Y CONCERf SERIES - Dave Seiler, clarinet,
Christopher Kies, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 P·Il!·
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTMTIES IN THE MUD. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS

AND DEADLINES.

SATURDAr,ocTOBER21

,m:

J:IOMECOMING ROAD RACE ._ Field House, · H 'a..
· Information: ~e~ Sports: 862-2031,
·
· · ·
' , '

PRE-CAME C~NCERT -(Sponsor:-Student · ·Activities)
Baseball Field, Band and Fesftyal Tent, l0:45 a.m. Free
" students with athletic pass or ·t ickets to g~e. ·

to
t.~

· DOWNEAST LOBSTER CLAMBAKE - Lundholm ,~
~ymnasium, H a.:-~ ·- to 2::30 , p.m;·,; :$17 per ~person.q;,J
IIiformation:·-A1umnif'Center, 862.;.204.0. o.· • • · -~- · •• • ' " •
•
-~
1

.

MEETIBE COACHES~ Tqe public is invited to meet both
Women's and -Men.' s Athletic Directors and coaches. Field
House Conference Room, (women's 10:30 a ..m., men's 11
a.m.
'
·
,>

,

.

F001f3ALL-:- vs. Richmond. Field House, 12:30 p.m.
POST-GAMEACTIVITIES-Co ncert.con.tlmies on baseball
field and a _post..:game reception for players, coaches,
friends & all alumni, 3:30 p.m. ,(Hot J\ir Balloon to Arrive!)
PREVIEW AND ., RECEPTION ~ :· ..By Good Hands: New
Hampshire Folk Art." Music by Maple Srigai Band. Art
Galleri~s. 4 to 7 p.m.
· ·
·· ·
HOMECOMING.COCKTAIL pARJY & DINNER-Presented
by Hotel Administration Program's Freshman Food &
Bevera~e Class~MUB, 5:30 p.pi., $1.5. Reservations: Ann
Badger; 862-3303.
/
,
·
·'

HOMECOMINGCONCERf-1 be New Hampshire Notables
and Gentlemen together again for an evening of musical
extravaganza. Johnson Theater, 8 -p.m., $4, tickets at MUB
Ticket Office, ~-F, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. ,
SUNDAY,OCTOBER22
1

MUSO FILM - "The. Hustler." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 &
?:30p.m. .
UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - Robert Eshbach,
directing, and the UNH Symphonic Band, NicholasOrovich,
directing. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
SAILING TEAM REGATIA ~ Mendums Porid, 10:30 a.ni.
Information:. 862-2057

. OCTOBER 23 -

NOVEMBER 3

Preregistration .for upperclass, Thonip~on School, and
DC~ student s for Semester II
-
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On The · Spot

Are yqu a vegetari an, and why? .

''Yes,

I ani. _I stopped eatblg
meat when I was little because
of being a devout animal lover
and as I've grown up rm still
exploring the other health and
environmental reasons behind
vegetarianism." ·

"No, because plants don't taste ,
good."

"l"{o, because I like eating all _
foods. I don't really think.

''Yes, I am a vegetartan and the
. reason I am is for the same ·
-reason I don't eat human flesh."

Mary Ellen Cunningham
Outdoor Education
Junior

David Batchelder
Business Administration
Junior

David ~Chyten
Political Science
-Sophomore

· Sarah Putney .. ,

)

Undeclared LA
.Junior

1

t :.

Don't Miss the ·

HOM ECOM ING PARA DE
g .5pm down Main Street!! ! , ·

I

'

FLOAT CONTEST

'
(all floats mtjst arrive at Mast Road by 3:30p~) and be registered
@ Student A~tivities by 1pm

_ follow the pc,trade to:

_

the HOM ECOM ING BONFIRE.·
· Lowe.r Quad 5:30pm ·

6:30 Hockey Ea_st Face-Off-- Snively Arena
-7:30 Alumni Swim Meet
8pm Livingst on Taylor Concert
'

Granite State Room MUB

Student Activities
Alumni Center
Office of Residential Programs
Office of Housing & Conferences
New England Center
President's Office

.Hallmark Travel
·Greek Advisor
Delta Zeta
Hayden Sports
· Ifc & Panhellenic
PFO

,,
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·. New ·schola rsblp for
.philos ophy offered

<Noti ces

'

-

· ,Three top .essayists will b~ honored
By Laura A. Deame
Philosophy students take.. the ptjze in. the name of his
son Paul, who died in-an auto
. note. The future looks lucrative, especially if you know accident.
According to Yamamoto ,
how to_write a good essay. ·
· The UNH P.Jiilosophy de- . Paul was a UNH sophomore
parlment has announced the . very interested in philosophy,
and the department supported
Paul Michael Barlow Memorial Prize .Fund, which will . the idea of establishing a fund
in his name.'
award a total of $300 to three
The contest is open to
studentswhosU:bmi twhatthe ·
interested_in submitanyo~e
an
be
to
department believes
ting an original essay of philo\
outstanding essay.
According to Philosophy sophical contenL According
to Yamamoto, thedepartinent
Department Chairperson
will accept submissions
YutakaYamamoto, the endowment was established by the . through next summer, with
late ·Professor Robert Barlow, ... the prize awarded in the fall of
·
fc>rmer vice president for Aca- · 1990.
Yamamoto said there will
demic Affairs and Dean of the
Witt~more School ofBu~iness · . most likdy be a $250 first
,prize, as well as two $50 prizes
· . and Economics.
for the niimers-·u p.
Before Barlow's death
three years ago, he established

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 31, 1989
ONE DAY ONLY

ACADEMIC

GRAMMAR HELP-SESSIONS: Opportunity for students to learn to recognize and fix common·
grammatical errors. Student-based agenda: there will be no planned lesson -we will deal with
specific student questions. Tuesdays, Rm. 21, Murkland, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

ad ...

ROAD RACE VOLUNTEERS MEETING: 50 people (mlnimum) needed to provide a safe and well20,, Room 38/39, Field... House, 4 p.m.
organized r~ce:'- T-shirts to first 50! Friday, October
.
.

.

12TH ANNUAL .lOK HOMECOMING ROAD RACE:: Sponsored. by the Recre~tional Sports
Department. Prizes in special categories. Door prizes selected at'end ·ofrace. T-shirts to first
300 registered runners and first 50 volunteers. Refreshments. Saturday, October 21: Starts 9
·
a.m.: Registration begins 7:30 a.m., Room 151, Field House, $10.00 race day.

GENERAL
COUNSELING CENIER QROUPS: Toe following groups offered by the Counseling Center will
meet once a week this semester for appro~ately 1 1,/2.hrs. Iflnterested in any group._call 862· · ·
·
\
2090,' ASAP to ~et up a screening interview. .
Women's Therapy Group - For any woman seeking the opportunity to talk with '
other women about personal, interpersonal and/,o r developmental concerns. Our focus will be
,
' . ··
on building relationships with each other and with ourselves.
Eating Disorders Therapy Group~ Many people develop ea~g,. pattern_s that
ate ·harmful both physically and emotionally. This group is for students who struggle with
bulimia or compulsive eating. Toe primary focus will be _o n the feelings that underlie jhese
.
. .
'behaviors and the exploration of alt~m.atlves. . ' ·
Non-Traditional Women's Therapy Group - Women older than typical university-students sometimes face unique challenges. This group is for women over 25who would
·
-like to address personal, interpersonal or developmental concerns.
Relationships/Self-E steem Group - -Difficulties in initiating and maintaining
relationships ofany type and recurring negative patterns in relationships are frequently i:-elated
to an individual's self-esteem. Unstructured,group for men and women concerned.about issues
· ,:
·
, ·.
. · .·
.
,.
they have with relationships. , '
Stress Group - Will focus on ways . to cope with anxiety, panic or othei:,1
-l:
.. ·
ovenvhelmings,. in positiv~ seJ.f:enhanctng V{_ays.
,

'

'
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WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Sponsored by United Camp~s Ministry. Join ·us for ·wo~hip,
fun, and fellowship. ·Sunday, October 22, Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 7 P,~m. · _·

.

~

.

. I

.

-

·-·

MARKETING DAY: Sponsored by Whittemore School. _lnt~ract, listen to marketing executives
and professionals. Featured speakers from Pepperidge Farm; O'Neil, 'Griffin & Body advertising
frrm; Abbot (medical products) Diagnostics. All welcome to attend. Wednesday. October 25,
Reading Room, McConnell (firs~ floor), 9 a.m. - noon.

-the copy center
51 Main Street, Durham. NH 03824

(603) 868-6322 FAX (603) 868-2967
Monday - Friday. 7:30 a.m. ~ 9 p.m . ._.
Saturday & Sunday, 10 a.m. ~ 5 p.m.

SHARPEN YOUR
. COMPETITIVE ·

EDGE WITH

I

•.,

.

kinko's

.

•

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by Student Coalition for .the Homeless~· Help the homeless, buy some
·
goodies! Tuesday. Octobet 24, MUB, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

on

.

•.,

'1

STIJDENTS FOR CHOICE: Help keep abortion safe and legal. Mondays, Room 214, Hamilton
Smith, 7:30-9·p.m.

thru October
A ;Ql]loween Special!
Astn>l;>rlte ORANGE
Copies
(8-l/2z 11. auto-fed) foronly8~ each
with this

-

p

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR HORSEMANSHIP: Sign up for Spring semester horsemanship
classes. Priority sign up: Wednesday, October 25, 4-6 p.m. Slgn up: Thursday, October 26, 4:30
· ·
.p :m., Light Horse Classroom (Adjacent to stables)

,

Legal, 3HD or 8-1 /2 x 11" Wh~e.
201b Bond, auto-fed shee~s.

/

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH OPEN DI~USSIONS: "What ls the agenda for women
faculty, staff and students at UNH." Wednesday,· Oct9ber 25, Hillsborough/Sulliv an, MUB, '
·
noon to 1 p.~.
EXPLORING OUR JEWISHNESS: Sponsored by Hillel - UNH's Jewish Student Organization. :
Discussion with Rabbi Mark about purJewishness in all senses·of the word, Jewishness in our
personal lives, our Jewishness on ~ampus, what it means to be a Jew. Thursday. October 26,
.Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7 p.m.

AIR FORCE. ROTC.
)

HEALTH

No matter what area
you've chosen for your college
major, you can enhance your competitive strengths now. Join Air Force
ROTC, and you'll begin the first steps toward
·
.·
becoming an Air Force pilot; navigator, engineer,
manager - ~ range of different disdplin~s. Most importa.--it: your skills and managerial expertise will be built on
the solid foundations of leadership that are critical to
career success.
Call
.,,

CAEl'T.R MORGAN
, 603-862-14~0

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

BODY IMAGE: Monday, October 23, C T?wer Basement, Christensen Hall, 9 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOQS ;MEETINGS: Closed meeting - open to those "who.have a desire .
to stop drinking" only: closed Step meeting on Friday. Monday through Friday, Room 201A,
·
Conference Room, Health SelVice Center, noon to 1 p.m.
AL-ANON SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Mondays, Room 222, Medical Library, 2nd Floor,.
'
Health Service Center, noon to 1 p.m.
OEA (OVEREA1ERS ANONYMOUS) SUPPORT GROUP. MEETING: Tuesdays, Room 201A.
·
Conference R~m. 2nd floor, Health Service-Center, 1-2 p.m.
SUBMIT INFOR.MATIO~ TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTMTIES IN .THE·MUB. CALL
862-1524 'FOR FORMS & DEADJ.,INES. ~
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. MUSO' Fil~, contin·u edfroin page 1

:E~::~o~~ ·~~~
"Honey, I Shrunk the Kids,"

I "Licen~e to Kill," "When Hany

GRl,JMPY....•
.BUT .
·.NO SLEEPY
By Kim Armstrong

Met Sally," and "Say Anything,"
said Hansen.
·
According to S.AFC Chair
Jonathan Garthwaite, this
. scheduling chru;ige is an attempt to broaden the appeal of
the MUSO Film Series.
According to Garthwaite,
MlJSO has an obligation to
"reach the people who . are
paying
their services."
MUSO is a student organization ·f unded by a percentage of
each student's activity fee. ,.
Garthwaite believes that
the ftlm series should "serve as
manystudents as possible, and
stlll retain quality filld diversity."Low attendance at the fI1ms
led SAFC to believe that this . ·
was not happening, said Garthwaite. For these.reasons, SAFC
. suggested that MUSO try ·to
. look for films with a broader
_.~ge ofappeal.

for .

~

'

Hansen, · along with ·
Garthwaite stated that
MUSO President Margi .Lear . ·. SAFC recognizes the value of
and Business ·Manager Karla
this aim, especially with the .
Anderson, respond.e d to these - limited opportunity for view- ·
suggestions wit4 a . proposal - ing .such rfilms in this area.
for the five new movies now' · HoweverhesaidSAFCstrongly
schedul~d.
believed that the film ·series
Hansen said she feels
should also "reflect the desorry that th~ ·turn-out for the
sires" of the ·m ajority of the
MUSO films reached the level
students.
it was at. Each ftlm, whiGh was ,
According to Garthwaite, ,
shown twice, drew~ average
SAFC was very excited about
of 50 people, - according to
the new films chos~n by
. MUSO member Jena Delprete.
MUSO. He said he believes
MUSO's official co~~ept, , that .t his could give the film
according to the organization's
series the boost it needs. constitution, is to "provide
Hansen, however, pointed
cultural, educational, and
out that the selection of films
social activities" for the stumay.not be the only problem.
dent body. According to · The sound system in the
Hansen, th~ original pro_posal
MUB's Strafford Rooni leaves
for this year's series was more ,, much to be desired. This has
mainstreamed than in past
been a source .of many comyears, including films such as
plaints. Also, the projectors
":Aliens," "The Shining," and
MUSO uses are in bad ·c ondi . .
"The Accused."
tion, and continually break
Traditionally, the aim of down. Hansen said . she be-the MUSO Film Series has been
lieves these factors could be
to show ftlnis_with educational
contributing to the low attenvalue and/or artistic merit.
·dance.
·
'

- .T he black machine gun clicked in the _morning air.
The plasUc was probably made by ·s ome cheap toy company
because it soµnded as though it could crack very easily. Santa
:may have brought the generous gift to the little boy by stopping
at the local Toys R Us or Child World on Christmas Eve.•
The .little hands kept pulling the trigger at 8: 30
'
Saturday morning. Ye~ .... .Saturday moniing.
"Bang, you're dead!"
"No, I'm .not! You missed!"
. '"Na-uh, I got you rtg};lt, in the head!" ·.
He takes the barrel of the gun and drags ~t across the
metal balcony railing. Why, I don't ·know: It makes a rattling
noise, somethjng more annoying than hearing a coffee grin.~ er
gq off at 5:30 a.m.
Whatever happened to the chirping birds ... ? ·
The couple has only been married since August, I
1
'think. Nice couple, never met them though. Ever listen to a
position toaskforpledgesnext
marital squabble at .6:30 a.m.? Thin walls in an apartment fmancialstanding, Pike brothers hop,e to retu:in to their bouse semester."
building enable you to do this, regardless of choice.
next semester. The feeling ·
Missing p4,t onhomecom"How c_ome you never caine to. bed last night?! And
among
the
brothers
1$
one
of
ing
, a disappointment,
when you did, it was:so late!"
'
·
.
'
tho h. ."It really hits· hard,"
h ope.
r
"I just don'( know about this marriage s.lllymore."
"We're very excited . to get saic ne brother.
I tried to go back to sleep ·under my warm, blue
V'ith their -j)rotherhood
comforter, my face smothered in the pillow. My ears were still ' back into · :the house," said
·. Sophomore "S \ eve Lavelle.
red in dorms and apartperked-though. It's hard.not to listen to g°issip.
, "Maybe we'll be able to have me: · all )o ver campus,/Hk~
What ever happened to the chirpm:g birds ... ?
'
pledges next' semester." '
ren rlS tight. "We'Fe sticking
.'
Sleep:· a natural, regularly recurring condition of rest
· Dobron also remains opti- tog er," said bobron.
for the body and mind, during which the eyes are . usua)ly
mistic about pledges. "I've
. ere is a meeting of Pi,J{.e
closed and tlie:i-e'is little or no conscious thought or voluntary
talked to administration ii).. alu ti Thursday October 26,
movement, but there is intermittent dreaming. .
< eluding
Mike Sciola (Greek _wh, the status of Pike will
· Sleep ts a wonderful thing. .Lack of it is not.
The most amazing thing -i n the world 'Yould be if the ·Coordinator) and they've been be 1 iewed. "It's a wait-andsupportlve. We may be in a · see •, :uation," said Dobron.
hunian·body could function with no sleep. Just think of what
could be-accomplished in 24 hours. Eyes would never beco~e
slits during long lecture classes. Papers could be typed at 4:3~ !
in the morning, but{here wouldn't ~ a row of Classic Coke
cans set up like they were waiting for an <:XI>losive shot from
a marksman in a shooting gaJkry.
, The possibilities_are endless.
.
' But instead, I try to squeak by mi four or five .h ours a
night. I get cranky, irritated, and_ftnd myself trying to grasp for
Fir.~.' ·choice jor .Quality .~in.ce /~19 ~
.k .~ ·.
an hour of sleep here·and there. Curled up in a ball,_c?n a couch
T-Shirts
-.
that's too short eveq for me, I doze in and out of sleep in .an
• Hooded Pullove~ • Totes • Baseball Caps .office in ·the MUB.
.
' Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
My mother calls. Just to chat, you know the motJ:ier:daughter thing.
·
.
In-House Art Dept.
"Ma, I gotta go. I gotta write a paper that's '!_ue at 8:00
603/
431 ..8319
a.m."
.
Aatumn
Pond
Park.
Rou.te
.IO
I'.
Greenland_
NH 0384◊·
"Dtd.J tellyou about Mrs. Jqnes at the day care. She's
leavh)g us. She needs something that's -going to p,ay more."
·
.. ·
· · "Great Ma. I gotta go, really."
"Well, I thought you might be inferested in hearing
about it."
·
.
·
~I am Ma, but not now O.K. I'll call you tom~rrow."
"Listen; did you .want to talk to your father?"
"MA!-1 I'll call you tomorrow. Bye!" Click. I don't mean
to be rude ..I love my mom, I tell her everything: But I'm tired.
Ya know?
Weekends are a time for catch-up. They are ·a time
when the pillow can become a perm~entpiece ofyour clogged'
up mind. It should not be a time for little children to be playing
Ninja outside my window at 8~30 in the morning. Because for
each moment that machine gun . clicks, I lose a precious
moment in my sleepless life.

_ PIKE, continued from page 3
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P~!~~K~S
f:I.Hanes ·. ,

KimArmstrong,otherwtse known as the lusty skt-bwmy, is
also a dam sUl s rt$ editor cit The New Ha shire.

$3.56 A Day!*·

a ures lk . • · \. .· .
& Bl~egra,ss ., : ...
- Sunday mornings, 9 - 11 a.m., , .
With alternating •hosts., Jack & Nancy.
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'-.·-

Tired of long lines at computer
centers? Avoid all that by
renting an AppLe Macintosh rn
computer. It's ·
affordable. It's

~ '

f:.a-~t_. And it's easy. •-.- ·_ -._.- So don't wait -;•if,'$!'
rent a Mac
,'
from us!
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.

--- - - - -

University of .
·New Hampshir~
e·ookstore .·
· Hewitt Hall, Durham, ,NH
862-2140
., /.
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$5.00 off

" I any watch, -with coupon
$19.99 and up
I
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I

ON.TIME
WATCHES
Fox Run Mall
Newington NH

I
- II

L--------~~--~-J

ESSAYS·&

RfPORTS
19 278 to' cboose from - alf subjects.
rder caia1og Today with : Visa/MC or COD

.soo.;.351.~0222
in Calif.1213) 477~226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essay.5- & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angele's, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels
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Stereotype s, continued frOm page 5

.·_

ourselves and believing in
fairly common to encounter
ourselves to go on to develop
women
to
men relating better
our own understanding of
as opposed to,men relating to
Society and where ·we fit into
men.
it?
This presents an ihter1
Develop a basis, ·or stan..:
est!ng situation in our soci- ;
ety, so what can we do about · dard for ourselves that is flex_.
ible as we change.
·
·
it? ·
Begin by reaching' into

Because we all differ arid
are at different stages in our
lives, the "solutions" vary and ·
there is no right or wrong answer. \VhatWelchwastryi ngto
develop was a sense of "self'
and how we all ~an strengthen
this sense.

~:d~; ;:~~~:1LINE Cf ' -~

ln~0
;,.

.,--:.,

.:·

'!'

•

UNH, Partiots, Red Sox, Bruins, Celtics

·.:

SUBMIT THINGS TO AEGIS -

Friday Eves. 6 - 7pm
Join controversial hosts Pete Dupuis & Chris Bailey
.
@862-2222 _

(THE LITERARY JOURNAL ) ,
- DEADLINE:
NOV. 81989

THINGS LIKE:
✓
✓

POETRY
FICTION

✓ ART

SHERRIE or ALEX ,
RM. 153
MUB
-UNH
DURHAM NH 03824
862-2734

When you 're ready for true off-road excitement, the fastest way
to excel .is on an Ascent EX. The durable new high-performance .
Shimano Mountain LX group will keep you in control. A hard biti~g .
wheel system, a11d our A venir Gel saddle add excitement and :
comfort ·to this hearty performer. Excelerate with Diamond Back

(MANUSCRIPTS WILL
NOT BE MESSED
WITH))

Ascent EX.

IIIAIIIIB ■Cl

■·t·Sii■§ii#lii•lbl#d=il)il•Jkl

Regular Price ... $550.00 · Sale Price·,$499.00

·sPRING
.HORSEMANSHIP
ANSC402
PRIORITY SIGN UP:
SIGN UP:

· WHEEL POWER
37 Water Street
Exeter, NH03833 (603) 772-6343
Hours: · Mon., Tues., Wed. & Fri. 9:30 - 5:30
Sat. 9:00 - 5:00 .
Thurs. 9:30 - 8;00

w·eoNESDAY, OCT. 25, .4-6 PM
THURSDAY, OCT. 26 4:30 PM

LIGHT HORSE CLASSROOM
Beg-Int I Lecture 1-2:00 T
Beg-MWF 9-10:00
MW 5-6:30 .
A Beg MWF 8-9:00
Int I MW 1-2:30
TR 11-12;30
TR 2:30-4:00

· / Int 11 Lecture: 1-2:00
Int 11 MW 11-12:30 ·

COLOR ·

TR 8-9:30
WF 3-4:30
Adv. TR 1-2:30

- - ~ - -- process and print
36 exp:)S.Jre

-~$6._9 9
24 exJX)SUrB

$4.99

· ALL STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR .MOR~ INFORMATION CALL
'•· 1171/1174
5x7

$1.49eocJ1
From your favor~e negative
Na recommended hr cfisc

15 exposure disc
proress ard priri

$3.6·9 ·
Borderless semi-matte pmt or glossy
from Kodocobr and C41 type films

The Pietu·r e Plaee
.THE CAT'S CLOSET, MUB .

ff your pictures aren, beroming to you, you should be ooming to us!
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·ROCK & FILM POSTER

SALE
Alllerican & ~oreign Movie
Posters '1hotos llostcards ·
Rock.Posters

OCT. 23~25
Granite State
Room,·
10am-6pm

Jfe{p ~anted
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10:30 am .·

.,

.--, Saturda_y , Oct. 21 -

* Homecoming Road Race (10k)

~

-I~~~

-

;i~
;s~

·;'. .

•••
,,..,,

~

$10 -r egistration at Field House

* "Meet the Coaches", Field House Balcony

~

-~~~
~~

Public is invited to meet the Womj?n's Athletic Director Kathy Kui
& Head _B asketball Coach Kathy Sanborn.
·.
·.
· · ,

. •~i

·•·

HOMEC·O MING EVENT'S

I.·

9 am

~:~.;~

.

\

~

10:45 am ·'

.:s~
~

•J.~

* FESTIVAL TENT on the baseball field (rain location'7""Strafford R · I\.
Live entertainmentlree coffee, donuts and hot-cider. .
. -·
_,.

. ~i

.· ....:ii

11 am

·* Down East Lobster Clambake

11 am

*
'

:~~
~

:~i
:~i
. ,•'I
....
·~i
....
~

~

*
3-:30 pm . *

~

12:30 pm
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:~i
....-.,.
:s~
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j

~

;s~ ·

I

.
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1

Field House $17 / person
Tickets available at door
J
,;Meet-the coaches" ,field House Balcony
Public is invited to meet the Men's Athletic Director Gib Chapman, .
Head Basketball Coach Jim Boylan and other coaches. .
\

- ~~~
~

!~~
~
~~~
~

.•••..
~

·~

UNH Football vs. Richmond

...;~~

·.r~:..

.

•J'•
~

~~~

Post-Game Festival
Tent (on baseball field)
Free!! Soda, stadium cups and refreshments
Hot Air Balloon for costume contest

~

~~~

~

1

~

.3:30 pm

·J'•

4-7 pm

·Si

J'•
,•'I

:~~

j.

.

.

5:30 pm
_

.!~

* Reception at Alumni_Center for players, coaches,_friends & alumni ·
* Art Exhibit - PCAC
. . ;r'
* Homestyle Cocktail Party & Dinner .' Granite State>--.Rm MUB
* New Hampshire Notables & Gentlemen Concert (,jJ ·
-

8:00 pm
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Johnson Theatre - tickets at door
·
•
Football Game. Use other parking lots for University busihess. ~~~
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~ Lot A is reserved for Homecoming
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Call Now for our ·class
schedule

1-800-332·T~ST

I

-

Get in.v olved. ·
Work for

~

·Announcing a Stu~ent.Poster Competitfo~ _.;ith "_ The competition is open to all -undergradllate
$20,000 in Scholarship P.rizes to be held in
students (not just· fine art. students)·~nrolled
conju.n ct-ion with the National Collegiate Alcohpl in a U.S. college ,or university for the Fall
Awareness Week.
1989 tprm.
.. .
We're looking for the best post~~ concept~ that
·creatively express the need for responsible deci·_~ion making -"about alcohol.'
A grand pr~ze .scholarship of $5,000 will be
awarded in e•ch of two categories. Five t1',nners•
$
up in each category will receive 1,000
sc~olarships.'

© YANKEE ~ FORECASTS©
. , . Oct-. 21, 1989

. UNH . - ·. · _; · · ·; over~RICHMOND'
MAINE'.
o·ver -UCONN
WM, & MA.RY over VILLANOVA
HOLY CROSS ·over COLGATE
N,EASTERN . - over LEHIGH
-NAVY
over ~.C.
-

•'

NOTE: Each Week, when the
column misses predictions on
more- than 2 games, $7 S will be
donated to UNH .Athletics.
•

I

-

by 17
by 3
by 3
by 6
by -7
by 6

- ~ntry Forins mc.1y be 9btai~ed:··
. from the Student Senate Office
O
·. room 13 ,- e .MUB ·

THE
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t
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reporters want~d: ·
Call 862~ 1490
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--~ANIMAL HOUSE AND PORKY'S
. HOMEC.O MiNrrmLARITY!!
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It was the Del~as against ·
the rules ..• the rules lost!

~ .· STUDENTS $1
~

NON~STUDENTS $2
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RA~NfOAEST AWARENESS WElEK .

·. ·~ ►-, --~
C

•

..

-

TOM CHAPIN

~

.

1

.

OCTOBER 23-29, 1989

--------I

- · -----

- -

_ Multij"acet:ed folk-singer,
song writer, TV host,
performs a matinee for
young people and an
evening concer:t of openheart:ed blues and .ballads.

----- ·

'

.: .'I"

MONDAY i~formatio n table in the MUB 11:00am...:2:00pm
TUESDAY Rainforces Action Network sl-ideshow on th~
problems of deforestat ion throughou,t the w-orld Horton rm
.
307 6:30 pm
WEDNESDAY -- Earth First!·,.A movie about Austrana·s
movemert to ·save it's reniain\ing rainforest Belkm~p Rm MU~
.·
7:00pm Informatio n table. in the MUS 11 :00am-2:00 pm
'THURSDAY David Silverberg, ·who works on th-e rainf,orest .,
issues wi.th both_Earth Watch and the Sierra Club wi 11 speak
in Ham Smith rm l27 7:30pm Informatio n Table in the MUB
11 :00am-2:00 pm SUNDAY Savoy Truffle and Union Street will be playing a
-benefit concert f9r the -Progressive St~dent Network Granite
State Room MUB 7: 00pm

3 and 8 PM
.ocroBE R 2.8
VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE, OR CALL
FOR TICKETS: TICKETMASTER (603) 626-5000.
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HUU ' P~ease do not forget, , , Tlhere wiu be
·a critique next Wednes day (Octob er 25)
at 12 noon In the MUB, So p~ease, _w rite
that down now AND DO NOT fORGEl , This
Is very Importa nt, so plan on It or e~se,
ZS

ZS .
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THE MUSIC HALL

Sponsored by Gaia & PSN

Att nti n

THE MUSIC HALL .PROUDLY PRESENTS.. . . --•

PORIBMOUTH NH · -

i.'1~ .

28 chestnut Street • Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 (603) 436-2400 •
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Edltbrial
Armeni nan holocau st should be marked
,,

Quite a few Americans share the notion virtually no o~e knows about. The Turks, who
that George Bush is anoverly cautious president. bave had their own country (now numbering 50
From his delayed response to the Exxon Valde~ million) since the killings, have been able to
crisis. to his reluctant and slow increase of aid suppress the·information fairly effectively. Also, _
to Poland as they turned toward democracy, to the Armenians are, with th~ exception of the
his confused dealings with the Panamanian weak ·(about three million) Armenian Soviet
-coup attempt, he has reeked of hesitancy. Every Socialist Republic. people without a country.
week, he seems to top his previous high-water With no effective government to argue their own
mark_for tentativeness.
cause. their tragedy has been submerged_~nder
This week is no different. A Senate Jhe weight of the twentieth century.
Bush, while strenuously campaigning
proposal, sponsored by Republican'Leader Bob
Dole, would designate April 24. 1990 as a day to for president, made a promise to acknowledge
mark the, as referred -to in the measure, what he termed the "attempted genocide,"
"Arm.e nian genocide... Bush opposes this according to the Ass~iated Press. But now that
, he's achieved his presidential goal. skittishness
proposal.
Some background is in order. I:ti 1913, has ove:rwhehned him. The proposal by Dole has_
·the Turks began a government supported offended. Turkey because of its reference to
attempt to destroy as many Armenians, their "genocide," which, according to the Associated
longtime neighbors and adversaries, as they Press. sounds too similar to Hitler's destruction
could. The killing werethe worst in 1913, but of the Jews in WW II for Turks' tastes. So George
they continued into the early - 1920s. doesn't want to touch it
-Turkey is our ally, a:nd a needed ·ally,
Approximately one million Armenians were
mercilessly slaughtered. .This is a fact that bordering the U.S.S.R, Syria, Iraq·a ndiran. But.

Letters
!

who is calling the shots here? Should we kowtow to Turkey and ·issue some foggy statement
like. "There were some problems in the past, but
everything's better ·now."? Or should we label
things as they are, -a nd seriously wonder about
a foreign government that refuses to take a
truthf1Jl look at its own past? ·
Margaret Tutwiler, State Department
spokesman, stud the Administration hopes
Congress "can respond to the concerns of the
Armenian people in a manner that 1:loes not
graveJy offend _our -vital ally and friend, the
Republic of Turkey." It is impossible to
acknowledge the Armenian tragedy properly,
truthfully and respectfully-without offending
Turkey.
George Bush should act decisively and
quickly, for once. and go along with Dole's
proposal, "genocide" and all. Forget about
hurting Turkey's feelings. The memory of the
massacred Armertians deserves that ri:uich.

\ ~1.

,erauon, as Mey nave around "Student Senate has no balls."
ting, sleeping and standing. My The scary 'thing is tha,t chickthe Pilgrim plant in Plymouth, ·
· The word "balls_" is cousin is not a cruel man, just ens and veal calves aren't the Massachusetts, and other used- to. imply strength and
a college-educated farmer re- only creatures whose quality of
plants around the country. The confidence. Where did · this
acting to the market's demand life is being sacrificed to theelectric r,ates will multiply to meaning of the word -..balls" for efficient production by treat- pursuit of Economic)Efficiency.
To the Editor.
flow .ironic. The cover JX)tentiallyunaffordable levels. _ come from? It is an egocentric ing hls calves as meat-produc- Boycotting the products of
story in "Time" magazine this The life threatening waste will male derivation - to have balls ing machines. ·
factocy fanning is a good place
·
week is entitled "Is Govern- remain hazardous to New is to be strong, male. Anyone
to start.
veteristate
Like -our
ment Dead?". Afterwriting let- Hampshire citizens for hun- without balls (women) ·is infe- narian quoted in The New
ters to request a meeting, then dreds ·pf years and in the case rior. Let's please stop using Hampshire, I'm not scared to
Brian McMaster
sitting for 6- 1/2 hours with of a serious accident at Seab- such chauvinist tenninologyin eat a piece of comerclal yeal.
Junior
ClamshellAlliance members in rook. let's face it, there ·is no hopes that using better words ·
Governor Gregg's office hoping workable evacuation plan,
will help to change _our atti- _
ln-100 years, when.t he tudes concerning gen<!_er reto speak with him, it is a strong
possibility that government ls radioactive tomb of Seabrook lated issues.
sits dormant, the radioactive
dead in New Hampshire.
Our sit-in at Governor waste leaks steadily into the
Daniel J. Pouliot Gregg's was a protest to his air. land and water, and the
,· Alumnus
. unwillingness to hear the-op- statistics on increased cancer
JX>sing side of Seabrook. Along deaths are finally in, Governor
with his denial to meet with the Gregg will be remembered as
ClamshellAlliance, he has also the governor who seriously
·refuse<;! meetings with the could have prevented it all. But
·To the Editor: ,
Anti-Pollution_ he was too threatened by the ·
Seacoast
- As a member of GAIA,
BOB DURLING, Editor-In-Chief
League, the Campaign for Rate- people, the people who had the ·campus environmental'
Payers Rights, Citizens within ·taken the time to learn and organization, and a person who
a Ten Mile Radius, Republi- understand the hazards that has visited a veal farm, I have GAIL ROBERTSON, Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY, Managing Editor
TERRI DANISEVICH, News Editor cans against Seabrook, teach- await us all-with the licensing to take issue with Professor KAREN McDONALD, News Editor
JOHN KELL-EV, Sports Editor
KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor
erswithin theevacuationzone; of the Seabrook.station.-When Hqlter's belief (in the Oct. 6 MIKE PARNHAM, Photo Editor
BEN FRAZIER, Photo Editor
Search 90, and the National the life of a government is in its issue -of The New Hampshire) DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editbr
people's voice and that govern- · -that market pressures encour- KRISTI SUDOL Forum Editor
Organization for Women.
DENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
KIM WERDERMAN, BusinessManager
-_How can ~ur govenior · . merit refuses to listen to its age farmers to raise veal calves
Aris Staff Reporter
New• Reporters
Advertising Auoclat..
make a decision that is in the peqple, then isn't that govern- humanely. When I visited a Christine
Mar:nigonian
Marc
Alouois
Roi
Leinsing
Aris Reporte11
Brent Anderson
people's best interest. when he. ment near death?
modern, flourescently-lit veal Sophia Piel
Sean Carroll
- Tammy Annis
Melissa Sharples
Sincerely,
refuses to listen to the interest
Matthew Gross
barn where my cousin worked, Asst. Busin..-s Mgr.
Kim Armstrong
J. W. Morss ·
Jonathan Arthur
Pam Nealey & Janet -the smell was enough to al- Michael Lyons
of t~e people? tte ,claims that
John Turner
lshi Burdett
Graphic Manage11
Sports Reporte11
Jolene Dadah
the Clamshell AllianGe is a ,Charron
most knock me over when I Marie Garland
Philip Astraehan
BirgerDahl
Hilley
, entered. Beneath the bottoms Kim
threat to him and his family,
Chris Benecick
Laura Deame
Graphic Asailtants
-Frank Bonsai _
John Doherty
of the screened pens are what Christine Baril
yet Cl~hell- uses only nonHauser
Glenn
Heather Grant
Alison Brown
.violent forms of protest, and in
amount. ~o open sewers which · Jodi
Jeff Novotny
Mike Guilbault
MacMillan
Liisa Reimann
Ellen Harris
-such a protest, itisthedemonare hosed down a couple times Heidi Oldakowski
Lisa Sandford
Tracy Henzel
News Briefs Editor
Toby'Trotman
stephanie Igoe
strators only who are at risk.
a day (as are the calves if they Anita Davies
Rick Yager
,
Editor:
Kendall
the
stacy
To
· "- What sort of threat do these
need it). Calves were tethered Michelle Adam
Cartoonista
Joanne Marino
Andrew
to
object
IJeff Harris
· SUsan Mccarter
in stalls so that they could stand On-the-Spot Editor
anti-Seabrook organizations
Hirtle
John
NeanMcCarthy
the word "balls"
or Ue, but not tum around. Melissa McKenzie
really JX>se? 1HE TRUTH. The Albright's use of
Kurt Krebs
. Eileen McEleny
the
in
quoted
was
he
when
Dick Sawyer
Lynn Mezzano
truth is that the cancer rate,
Drugs were given regularly but Photographe11
Copy Edito11
- Sarah Merrigan
October 17th issue ofThe New Adam
the infapt mortality rate,
Laura Deame
not indiscriminately. These Michelle
Roberts
John
Eric Andrews
enarticle
the
in
Hampshire
Harris
Ellen
Roberts
Nangy
the incidence of birth defects
calves weren't tortureq. or dying, Blaise T. Mosse
Kristen Waelde
Ally Schade
Ed Sawyer
'Ger:Refuses
"Senate
titled,
Smith
Marjorie
around Seabrook will increase
but I suspect there's more to
John 2'10mek - 1
aldo' Appearance" as saying, being a calf than sucking, shit- Brian White
with the plant's NORMAL op~

Seabrook

~~171::i11=:r:1:1::
:,

Anti-veal

.Bad -"Balls" -

and
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University .Forum
. Rornpe r -roorn
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by Jonathan L~ Bailey

I warit to tell you about a very special
I was at the Senate organized "Speak fining schedule is entirely arbitrary since
place here at our university. It's ·on,. the . Out Against ViolenG.e ·Against Women." I ·the number of changes has no bearing the
bottom floor of the MUB and it's a happy, listened to our esteemed preside.:gt, Gordon torte. The policy is in opposition to the
happy place. It's the Student Senate office Haaland, two deans, a trustee, and two interests of the student body and fair play
but we at the Commuter Transfer Center Senate members infuriate· and offend my but the Student Senate did nothing.
call it Romper Room. It's so happy that on . womenfriendsru;id:myself. Their statements
While studying the other ·nigh( I
of
laughter
any night you can hear the
were for the most part sexist, patronizing, walked next door to the romper room to ask
contented children pulsing through the and off the mark. I heard not a peep from them to keep. it to. a dull roar:. Sheepishly
walls.
our student leaders when Haaland one of the women looked at me and said
They're so happy because.they know flagrantly reversed his "Pledge to end _ "we'restudent~eaders."Y ouarenotstudent .
they're·buildiqg strong resumes· and even violenceagainstwomen" bycuttingfunding leaders. You have no contact with the will
better. They don't have to do anything for· _forthepaidcoordinatoro ftheUNHWomen's of this ·student body and no courage to
··'the privilege. They lead a carefree life. As Commission. To think that the two are confront its issues. You are tools. Croanies
student leaders they aren't compelled to unconnected is beyond naive, it is calculated of .t he, administratipn willing. only to make
safe statements, when asked. Don't give
tackle thorny issues. Instead they simply hypocracy. , follow the lead of the administration. They
Another example. Where was our · yourselves the credit of calling yourselves
spend their time with safe issues like student leadership when the per course our leaders.
whether or not to fund fraternity rushes as late fee was introduced? Late fees serve as
So remember, when you need a safe
campus events (spring semester 1989).
play. O~e without sharp objects or
to
place
a ' deterrent to missing the registrar's
should
·
Spot"
the
"On
. . . Last weeks
deadline. Failure to meet the deadline is the stuff that might .make somebody mad go to
make it dear to all that we as undergraqs torte and a straight $25 fee used to.· be the bottom floor of the MUB, and follow the .
· .are without effec_tive leadership. Student assessed. The administratiun. has noise.
Senate is social club and in the years I determined now, however, that the number
have been here (more than most) has done · of entries into the computer of the registrar Jonathan L. Bailey is .a senior mqjoiing in
·
nothing of significarice.
and not time is the basis late fines. The history at UNH.
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Don't be sl)y! .·
Stop by room 151
·. in the MUB to drop
oft your forum
ubrhissions. Please
include name and
phone number~
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How're you going to ~o it?
,.,;
,: •:·.... ~-·
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''This is.going to b~, a hteeze.':\?
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·. Great hack-to,-school prices on PS/28. ·
Just in time. You can pickup an IBM-Personal System/2® with easy-to-use s9ftware
loaded and ready to go. And best of all, you get it at a speciallow back-to-school ,price.
-·And thats not all. When you buy the PS/2,® you can get a great low· price on.
PRODIGY,® the-exciting new shopping, information and,entertainment computer _
service. Start this semester up and running with a PS/2 at a low, low pricet

PS/2 Model 30 286-IMb memory, 80286 (IO MHz) processor,
- one 3.5" diskette drive·(I.44Mb),
- 20Mb fixed disk clrive, I BM
Mo~se, 8513 Col~r Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft®-Windows/286, Word 5.0,* ·
hDC Window~ Expr~ss:M
hDC Windows,ManagerTM aI)d
- hDC Windows Color TM ·

$2415 .

' I.

PS/2 Model 50 Z-lMb meJD; ory,_80286 (IO MHz) _proc,e§~or,
one 3.5." disk~tte <Ii:iveJ!:44Mb), ·
30Mb fixed disk dr1~ l\:!•cro ·
ChannelTM architecture, lBM ·
-Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft _ ·
Wihdows/286, Word 5.0t Excel,*
hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and
$
hDC Wi!ldows Color
r

2935

PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb·memory, .80386SX™ (16 MHz) pro- ·
cessor, one 3.5 " diskette drive ·
(1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive,
Micro Chan_r:ie1 architecture, IBM
Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
_
DOS 4.0, Microsoft
Windows/386, Word 5.0,* Excel,*
.,
. hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and :'
hDC Windows Color _$

3675
\..

For Purchasing Inforniation Please Contact:-

The University Techn_ology Ce,nter
Room 14A, Thompson Hall
(603) 862-1328,-

____
-- --------- ---,_---

==.·
- -:----.=:@

·* Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions. This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E21,

8550-031 or 8555-061 on or before October 31, 1989. Prices quoted 90 not incluqe sales tax, handling and/or prodessing charges. Check with your
., institution regarding these·charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.

, IBM, P~rsonal System/2 and PS/2 ar~ register:ed trademarks, and Proprinter and Micro Channel are trademarks, of International Business Machines Corporation.-PRODIGY is.a
registered trademark of Prod,igy Se~ices CQmpany, a partnership.of JBM and Seant Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation, hDC Windows Express, hDC
Manager and hDC Y'i~dows Color are traderna~ks .Pf hbe.9,omputer Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. © IBM Corp. 1989
, .... "
·,_
., .
..
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Afts and Entertainment
The ··-stllff·- Column~:- · ·-~'

--- ----------- ----

-,- --~---

Diverse films cancelled in favor of mainstream entertdinment
l>y Marc A. Mamigonian
Towards the
end ·of fast year, · I had
the pleasure of putting
in a good word for the
proposed . MUSO film
series for this semester
before SAFC and other
concerned parties. It
was bad enough, at that
time, - that Sarah
Hansen, the MUSO film
series director, was _
-being forced to include
rriore mainstream films ·
i.n the list. Now, things
have hit bottom, as five
"no n - mains i r <:: a_Ih ..
films - Werner Heriog's
. Aguirre, · the Wra_th of

God (pich.ired · below
· right), BanyLevirrson's
Diner, Elia Kazan's A
Streetcar Named.Desire,

Jim Jarrimsch's Down
By
- Law,
a.l)d
Almodovar's Matador
have been replaced by
Working Girl (pictured
· below left), WhenHany
Met Sally, Honey, 1 ·
Shrunk

the

Kids,

LJcensed To Kili and
Say Anything (pictured

at right).
This
is
very
disappojnting, disillusioning,
· and infuriating, nQt necess.arily
in that · order. Now, I realize.
that, in general. the main
cultural activity-on this campus ·
is barfing.and passing out (in

-that order) at one of the fine
drinkfng _establishments. in
town, but the idealist in me,
wh,ich ·shrinks with -each
passing day, likes to think that,
given the chance, people will
respond
to
quality

entertainment. Yeah~ right.
does anyway, but that it js not
Here's the deal.. It appealing to the rank and ·Ne
seems that peqple haven't been students who might not want
attending · the so-called non- to go see !J.eavy Swedish
mainstream films .this dramas. I've· got ·news; there
semester. Non-mainstream, in · are fi4ns such as;.T he Accused,
this case, can be translated as The Hustler, The Shining, and
"ftlms you might not
have heard of
because they didn't
come to the mall." I
have · . nothing
against
. the
p r·o p o s e d
replacement ftlms;
I loved When Hany ,
Met Sally and Say
Anything. ·But the
point is that there is
- · no need for them to
be shown in a
college film series.
They made _ the
rounds in · . the
. theaters- so:me are'
still in the theaters.
Is the pUfPOSe ofthe
film series to create
a kind , of MUB
Strand Theater, i.e.,
second and third
run films at low
prices?
The films
currently included .
in the series do not
appeal to enough of
the student body.
The problem, l am
told, is not that the
seri~s is losing
money, which it

Aliens. These are not
exactly · wacked-out,
inaccessible art ftlms,
comprehensible to a few .
_·elite cognoscenti._ Nor,
~ for that matter, are the
fine foreign films on the
list b~yond the scope.of
· ·a semi-_c onscious UNH
student. God forbid that
a movie might provoke
thought. O'r anything
· ·. ~ke that.
It may seem hard to
· fathom; but there was, .
once upon a time, a
_theater in Durham that
showed first rim foreign
films and- ,get thispeople went to them.
Students, even. . Now,
it's the Franklin Fitness
·center. 'People used to
go see Bergman, Fellini,
·Antonioni, et al. That
·. was a long time ago.
Are college students
today merely mindless
· slugs with no desire for
expanding
their
-horizons? You make
the.call. ·
in other ne~s. The
.
·Waterboy~ hit · the Orpheum .Sunday night anq
next ·Mbnday ~ through ·
Wednesday finds one of their
) mentors, Mr. ·Bob Dylan, .
wailing at the Boston Opera
House. See you there. .Bless
you all.
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Hoodoo Gurus: Magna Cu171 LQuder ·.
,

•

I

'

. .

'

. Most of their best
· a .Kiss belt buckle; the Gurus
have always been a band with songs were more than just
' Tlie Hoodoo Gurus
. vague poems set to music; ·u is
a large sense of humor.
Magna Cum Louder
· · After · these fme~ ·but· depressingtohearthetnstretc,h •: ·
BMG/RCA
:relatively restrained songs, I ,. the lines for rhym~s·inst~ad of .
was ready for something more · · meaning, which seems· to be .
_T he album title not rambunctious like "I was a . the case on much of the second
withstanding, this album is kamikazepilot"or"Deathship" ' side, · .whieh is _;
·.·· intelligent, good rock and roll. from past albums. And lo! _.· u · n t ·J- 6 r1·m ··1 .Y""'
. .::'~wfiat is not to like about these Axegrinder hit me with the mediocre, lyrically. ·
help
can't
Australian boys? I've been a desiredauralassault. Thereis I
-'tfihLsince their brilliant debut more emphasis on power · :remembering
. ~:m .Stoneage Romeos, and the chords and wailing g&taci oh . dozen~'bf~rigslike
.. Hoodoos have never yet this, and less on vo~al. but : "Arthur" . and
·, sfisappointed me. Their sound, Faulkner continues to deliver "Leilani," perhaps
· which is somewhere near the same level of power. The two of my favorite
is · enormous'ly lyricsaredelive:redinastaccato songs eyer. These
:c· garage,
·appealing, boµnd to have style and describe the Hoodoo songs are real
·_,. something in it for eveiyone, Gurus' apparent philosophy on · stories, not Just
\' and all on one side of an Ip, or this . album; "I don't mince endless choruses '
minimal
thefrrsthalfofaCD, I suppose. words/lspitemout/won'Ueave arid
really . room for any doubt/get to the verl?es like the
· -Bec~mse you see,
great songs on this album ~e ' point/stop splitting hairs/it unfortunate "I
ain't get tin el ther of us Don't
Know
. grouped on the A side.
·
The side ·opens with anywhere."
.. ·
. Anythfug,." which is
While hard hitting fine musically ·but
the _ medimp.- paced "Come
Anytime" and "Another World," directness is always admirable, kind of pointless.
which· feature some really the C-urus are capable of a lot Not that music has
.
, exceptional vocals by the more than Jµst that. Though to have a point; not
· always brilliant frontman/ the album continues with . at · all. But the
guitar player/organist David s9methingthatfewrockbands , Gurus used to
His rich and seem capable of, a slow song havenoto:µlygreat
Faulkner.
· 'p owerful voice is spotlighted that isn't a cheesy ballad, must~ ;;tnd great'
· .by . the restrained music on "Shadow Me," and another vocals b'ut really
' th~se two sopgs; "Come great . h.i gh-speed rocker, amazing stories
~- ·Anytime" features more typical · "Glamour Puss," whose vocals · behind them. For
H09(loo Guru sound, rich in· owe something -to Jeny Lee _ instance, "Arthur,"
organ sound, and surprisingly Lewis ~d/or small dogs in·, ~bout a ,. band
pain,' there is · something member who got
~ "Another World" has a very
missing from past aloums. killed driving aJaxi,
-i funny70'sglam-rocksounding
···g uitar break. Maybe -not so ' Th~t something is the witty or "Leilani," about
'1,surprisin·g when you consider · lyrics that really made the an Island wom'a ncloomed to be
· ;/tli;;tt on the back cover, .lead Hoodoos stand out from the sacrificed to a voleano, and her
crowd with their early work.
lover;: -sort ·of tragicomic
r.- guitarist Brad Shephard sports
;. by Sean Carroll

,

.

,

.
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,
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lanientatlons. The closest ·t his.
album has to offer is the very
silly baseball epic "Where's that
lilt?" about a kid "Just up from
the mi.n ors/a kid with
potential/they said," who·has
to save the game in the bottom

. they find Casey at Bat~a great
epic, b'utitseemsalittle-'cliched
. . ··.· .•· ·
bynow.
It would be a mis~e
to say this wasn't a good album.
The Hoodoo.Gurus proye _ijiat
they can still write songs that

of the ninth, bases loaded, two
outs, etc., etc. Maybe since the
Gurus come from Australia,

are a cut above most .both
musically and lyrically;;;_~:"1t'.s
just that past albums havebeen

.the

that
When was the _last time you saw a performance _
· .-

you wanted to let people know
Jibout? WeU next time tell them ·
,.~- cibout it herel//

~
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PG-13

Sat. & Sun. Mat. 12:45. 2:30

'Disney's

Eolllleya l Shnllllllk tb.e K:iidls
FG
wtrummy Trouble
Sat & Sun Mat. 4: 15. Eves fhru Thurs. 6:40. 9:00

Robin Williams

,

Dead . Poet's Society
Sat. & Sun. Mat. 1:00. 3:00. 5:00.
Eves. thru Thurs. 7:00. 9:00
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. A PANEL .DISCUSSION . ..

. Monday
Oct.23 .·

7:30
I.
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Straffo.rd Room MUB
....

"Pro-Ch0ice"; Pat MUrphy, Now/Jean Wailen, former
··.· .· .· representative from Nashua/ Mark Henderson, ·
..
. . . . . . - . .a minister · . . .• . - - .. . . - . <· ~-i ._· ·: .
,,.Pro-Lite"; Karen Poza, media spokesperson forNe~ Hampshire . .:\: · . : ·
· · ·· ·. ·. •. ·. for life/Renee Marshall (WEBA)/Reverend' • .· · ·. · .· ··· · · · · · · · ·.
John Rankin, New England Christian Action Council .·
·. · · ·
I

. SPONSORED BY:·.
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY
.

.

~

PRO-LIFE

.

~

PRO-CHOICE
. .i
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':-,_,_ 1989 HOMECOMING

COSTUME CONTEST

'BOK; C IIIING
'

The New.. Hanipshire Gentle:men

Dress up as your favorite
chararcter from _The Wizard of Oz
~nd you could win: _

'

~

-

~

~

.'

.

--~"_,·'_

-

:1.'.·

:'--r

•

f

The New Ham.pshire Notables-

$1,000 of the proceeds
will be donated to J
SHARPP of U.N.H. ~ -

.

-up PRIZES: 2 Dinners for two anQ ~
4RUNNER_

J

brunches for two at the New England Center
All participants will march in the Homecoming
parade Friday night! Judging will ,t ake place at the_
, parade_.

Get Psyched for Homecoming '89
GO WILDCATS!!

- (Sexual Ha~assment and Rape Prevention Program)

8 p.m.

·

Saturday, October 21,1989
· u.-N .H.'s Johnson Theater
$4.00 General Admission
Tickets Av~ilable

Please complete and retu;rn to Student Activities
, _Office, MUB, by Wed., Oct. 18. Register Early! --~ -

:M.U.B. Ticket Office

NAME:

TIIB NIW IIAMPSHIRE GOOID1EN

ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:

,,,

. . . and

GRAND PRIZE: .Hot Air Ballon Ride for two
at., Oci ~1)
.(after the football- game on S_

y

'·

BENEFIT. CONCERT

"'15{'E9('E'S 9{0 PL!i!C'E LI~ 1lOAf'E"-

.

I.
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thvefiw Har13pshtrg/otubles
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$5·:
students .

non-students

(CASH ONLY
.. - PLEASE) -

•

·.·October 20th~ 8:00pm
•

,

·1

.e · I

Granite State Room in-the MUB

e·

Get Your ·Tickets Now! .
Available at the UNH Ticket office or at the door ,• .
. Production and Security Help Needed. Come by room 148 Jn .the MUB
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-_. l f"~ .. MISTER BOFFO .
~

by Joe Martin

__by Rick Sawyer

Kampus Kom1x
-.

~

et)T\o\

-QJVS, "lD

~

LI~ -ro

by_K~rt £. Kre~s ,

SUPERGUY

THE MANAGEMENT ASKED Mf
TO U.Sf THIS 5PACE TO EXPRESS
OUR DEEPEST SYMPATHIES TO
THE VIC.TIMS Of EARTHQUAKES,
COLLE6E FOOD. ANO TASTELESS

CARTOONISTS CVERV\JHERE.

HACKS HALL
,

WHAT THE ii®@//
IS THArP IT . Lg~KS
L_ll<E THE -Z£L~

.;.'DELTA SORORIT
IS

IHITIATIH<i
NEW

s_oME

$1ST!Rs. -
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GIC1ssified
'

Unique Gift! Songs·custam-written
and recorded for friends, loved ones.
Excellent quality. Rock, Country
or Ohns~ alrol. $29.95. Call
(603) 569-6157.
Sears Large Capacity Dryer. $200
very good condition. Contact Jeff
'
at 862-3570.
N

•

,:

,

1984 Subaru QL- 10 Station Wagon
FWD. 5-SPD~ All options. No rust
Great Condition Throughout.
Asking $4250 or Best Offer. 8685122.

EXCELLENT SUMMER AND ,, FREEMONTH'SRENT: I bedroom
~onditioning,
CARREER OPPORrUNmES now,' condo, · air
avaµable for college student and dishwasher, disposal; off-street
graduates with Resort Hotels,·. · parking. Lovely rural setting. (5o8)
Cruiselines, Airlines, Amu~ment \ 664:.5416.
.
·
· ..
,Parks and . Camps. For n'lo,r e · .
· Wotmati~I?- and on application; . Roommate, Portsmouth, no~write National Collegiate Recreation smoker, no pets, clean, responsible,
Service; PO Box 8074: Hilton Head studentorprofessionalforin-town
r~my home on Kari-~. Call for
SC 29938.
detajls after 5:00, 436-0688.
SPRING BREAK 1990- Indiyidual
or student organization needed·to · · Rooni~ate wanted for spring
promote our Spring Break trips. semester. Female, non-smoker.
Earn moriey, free trips, and Excelle'i:it location on campus.
valuable ,work e~rience. APPLY Private bedroom in furnished
Call Inter-Campus ap~eritwith4collegestudents.
N-OWII.
Call 868-1559.
Programs: 1-800-327-6013
AFREJt GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700.00 IN

,

Professional ,W ord Processing for
your reports, documentation,
etc.
thesis.,
mauscripts,
Experienced, efficient, r~sonable
r~tes, quick-return. Call Flash
Fingers (Janet Boyle), 659-3578.

Tomyfavoriteex-roommateEryush
-nice picture! Now that you're
famous, when do I get my
autographed copyr? Love ya, Jenni·
·
·
faire

diversity-Native ·
Ceiebra.te
ADOPTION: Educatedfarmcouple . Arner·i can Cultural Association
offers newborn love, . stability, Living History. Oct. 28, Hamilton
wonderful life. Expenses paid. Call Smith, 12. p.m. -""'.'"5 p.m. Native
collect Susan and Alan (802) 592- American crafts, customs and
·
.
speakers. -Wang-. ·
33,8 4,
I MISS WENDY CARLINI I
T-'shirts $10, ~weatshirts $22, see
Ray · or Brian at Kappa Sig 8689855. Or go to the ..table on Main
Street every Friday.

To eindy, Laura, & Chtis MoQney
Forget the sun, forget the fun
· I can't wait 'tffthe semester's done.
I miss you I'm so blue I cry in my
shoe.
What did you expect? I'm a lover,
not-:fl poet! I miss you .guys! Love
from Califoraja, Erica.

New two bedroomapartment. 11/
2 baths, washer-dryer hookup. We're donating $1000 to SHARPP.
ONLY TEN i>AYSIII Student Large kitchen with range, Support a deseIVing org~tio:q,
groups, ·fratem,ities and ~~ritles refrigerator, . aishwasher. Passive · and have fun doing itl NH GENIS & Congratulations toMissy, Heather,
LAPrOP COMPUTER: Zenith Data
Systems, 20Meg Hard Drive, 640 K needed for mark~ting project on solar, wood stove, free firewood, NOTES, 2nd annual Homecoming Whitney, Tamsin, Sonia, 'K im, Lisa,
campus. For de~s plus a FREE ' •electric backup. Large fenced yard. Show! Oct. 21, 8 p.m. Johnson · Sari, Kim, Deb, Kristin, Beth, Lisa•,
RAM, 720K 3 1/2" Floppy, 1200
Talene,Janice,Jen, Pam, Maureen,
Baud Modern Backlit Hi Res (CGA) GIFf, group officers .call 1.:.soo- Lovely wooded setting, private · Theater. Tickets a~ MUB.
950.:8472.
Kathy; .Lee Ann, Denise, Stacy,
Ten
trails.
recreational
and
mature
LCD Screen, Battery, AC, Casewith
,.
miles west of Durham. 942-5427. Hjghl.ightyour homecoming. gents Jessica, Gina, · Michele, Kristin,
strap, $1895.00 (with .Panasoni~
a ·
Rebecca&Celeste, thenewpledges
& Notes 2nd annual concert.
KXPILSO (new) printer and cable ,Disat-led male in search of
Pay$6.25/
persona),careassistant
·
2 l, Sat 8 ·p.m. Johnson -of AZ. We're psyched you're here.
October
$2095.00) 335-2466
hr. flexible hours, for more info call
Welcome. Love, the sisters ofAlpha
Theater. Tickets at MUB.
a
Xi Delta..
1976 Dodge Colt, MUST SELL. 868-1986 and please leave
message.
Durham?
miss
you
Do
Paris?
How's
Good. condition, runs -well. 95K,
"Campus reps Needed" earn big
Buy me soll}ethingll
minimal rust-just mov:ed fr~m
Needed
Rep:rese:atatives
CAMPUS
and free · trips by.
commissions
Virginia..$350 or B.O. 659-55!'8
For "Spring Break 90" programs to
T-shirts $10, Sweatshirts $22, see· selling Nassau/ Paradise Island,
··.
. · ~
Ray or Brian at Kappa Sig 868- Cancun, . Mexico, Jama,ica ~ Ski
Need transportation? 1974 Datsun Mexico-Bahamas-Florida & S.
Vacation
Free
Earn
IslandPadre
Or go to the table on· Main , trips to Vermont and Colorado. For
9855.
Mall,
Run
Fox
260Z. $900. firm. Call Melissa at
more information call tell free 1Street every Friday.
·Newington, NH
868:-7312 and leave message on Plus$$$$. Call 1-800-448-2421.
800-344-8360 or in Ct.. 203-967431-4355
machine, will return call.
the
for
Go
time?
3330.
good
a
for
Looking
·
·
WORD
·
YOU . KNOW
"Let us put your message on · j
surethingl NH GENIS& NH NOTES· - - - - - - - - - - - - · - °' .
Going · to San · Francisco? 1-way PROCESSING, WORD PERFECT, I
anything"
in concerti October 21-Sat. 8 p. m. Jen- A late congi::ats to say I'm ve1y
tic!cet to SF on December 19. $70 HAVE A JOB FOR YOUI Typing
Johnson Theater. Tickets at MUB proud. Thanks for understanding,
or best offet. 868-7312. Melissa.
from tapes and written papers for a
you're the best. Love, John P;S.
- They're -going fast, so hurry!
THESIS PAPER. $4. 75 per hour..
·
Stop picking!
$5<;>0.00orB/Ofor 1980Subaru5 Please call 868-5096.
at
UMaine
to
needed
Ride
HELP!
speed 4 door good ~ondition
Orono, Colby or anywhere between.' For mere-information ori the NHOC ·
cassettedeckmovhigmustsell659- Office W~rker Neeciec1:··one
W~·~~end of Oct. 27:..29. Call Kerry Bahamas' sailing trip contact Jim
· College . Work Study position
2905 Sharon.
every Wednesday night between 7 ·
at 86~-4142.
available at the Social Security
p.m. and 9 p.m. at the NHOC office
35MMPentaxKlQOO.Idealstarter. office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
DON'T FORGET! Send you 862-2145.
lens, flash, bag, cap $6.00 per hour. Applicants mµst
Includes
WHOLESALE P~ICING
pumpkin, today. MUB baleony.
keepers, lens-care kit and morel be approved for College Work Study
HUNTER HALL IS # 1
Leave message. 743-5949
at UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for
Hey, b~ss, thanks for my lusty
Mr. White.
personal. Maybe I'll give yot 3 Get out of the cold this March and
84 GMC S-15 pick-up, standard
pages someday fora reward (3 pages into the Bohemian heat. sail with
trans, 4cyl,-64 Kmiles, Just tuned, MAKE $1000's WEEKLY. EARN
spread over. 3 weeks maybe)! Love, theNHOc
868-2322.
$2500
AM/FM Cassette.
$500.00 for every 100 ..envel~pes
llllmmmHU~HP:R[lIBEHHmmlm your love artichoke.
stuffed. Send self addressed
Jump · into the sun and. join the
FOR SALE: 1980 Chevy Monza stamped envelope to: "Easy Money"
. mmii~l~iiP.~iS.~nHmH
Jeni - UVM was NHOC for a sailing adventure in
&
Danielle
Helga,
sedan. Good condition. Automatic . P.O. Box 642311 Chicago, Illinois
a great time, from Bloody Marys to the Bahamas.
AM/FM Cassette Stereo. Contact 60664-2311.
the Donuts on the way home - .
Deb at 207-646-9162
HeySWAT(Picasso). Good Luck on
here's to nakedness! Love, Lenny
your UROP. Love John.
1979 Toyota Corolla, great in
=im11iimmiHm:;•miH~:·ii!i ilmm11m11mm11
SVG-.Here's to the best year of my
winter! 108K Mi. Make; this winter
life! We've gone a long way together Come bathe iri the sun and put the
a mobile one and enjoy! Call 431- ·
and developed a friendship for a wind , in your sails, be. with -the
Studio Apartment- Rural area Lee,
6510.
3 miles to campus. Adult prefered. ROOMMATE WANTED FOR lifetime. October 23rd will always NHOC on Spring Bre~.
please. Includes utilities SPRING SEMESTER. 1989-90, IN . be the best memory! - !JI my love,
References
1981 DatsunWagon. Good running
.
FURNISHED -DOVER HOM~. CPL
To Terry Price of Huddleston Hall$400 month. Phone strike requires
condition-~2 MPG on highway.
PRIVATE BEDROOM; SHARE
Happy Birthday. Areyou older than
Passes 1nspectipp.Nowork needed. use of Answering machine. Leave KITCHEN, LMNG ROOM, DEN. . "TKE... LWES"
the old man Ken Hayes? Maybe·
message 742-7057.
$650, R0n 335-3613.
COLLEGE
FOUR
WITH
you two s4quld check out the
Female Roommate for Rochester . STUDENTS. RENT CHEAPIII CRAB I- Heyl ... I love you . ......:, retirement homes in Florid<\. -J.B.
'
CRAB II
Condo, two bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, PLEASE CALL 743-0906.
Hey STEVE... SANDY, DO you
fireplace, l-"OUnf:ry setting, deck,
per month includes ROOMMATES NEEDED for large Hi Mom & Dadl (Ruth+ Ron) Look! HAVE ANY BUGS???
$350
yard,
Are you looking for extra, income
riverfront home in South Berwick, Your very own personal. You must
utilities 332-5384, 659-5595.
this semester? We have part/full
ME. Fifteen minute$ to UNH. $300/ be pretty speci~I Lovey~I -Denise. Don't forget; Student Coalition for
' time sales positions available. Call
, the Homeless meets every Tuesday
DURH1• ..:.\1- A-ri! you tired of month plus share in utilities. Call (Hi Riehl)
7 43-3261 after 9pm for details.
at 7:00 p.m. · in Hamilton Smith
com.rf.:. ·.:.~·.1.g·:' Do you need a 384-5961.
To the girl wearing my watch at Room 42. Please join us there.
roommate? I have a
Work Study job at Exeter Public considernte
veiy nice apartment near campus Artists, studio~.. Portsmouth good · Market Sqr. last .Sat. - Do you
Library. $6 per hour, shelving. shelf
and would like a female · non~ light, high ceilings, weli-insulated always take the bus at .that time? ~ary. I hepe you have an awesome
reading, and other tasks. Contact
· birthday. Whowouldhavethoughf
Wish you were going to Dover!
share it $275 per menth (non-live iril Call 436-7682
the UNH . Financial Aid Office for smoker to
we would stay Fireside buddies
- Goin' the wrong wayl
each. Call 866-6722 or 868-5182. ·
more info.
forever? I hope we can. Thanks for
Hey roommatesll Don't eat all the all of the fun we've had and here's
2 BR, $480/month
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 NEWMARKET
to the "heck" we're going to rai.s e in
off-street parking 6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA of food! _
All includes Heat.
mo.Summer.Yr.round,
the future! Remember, dinner's on
is on the Kan-Van. Please call Durham.
and
Countries, All fields. Free info. Write
_ Lara, Happy 19th Birthday! You mel Love, Laura
44 Main St 868-1700
, IJC, PO Box 52-NHOI, Corona Del 868-2281.
are a great roomy. Have fun! Love,
Open Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sat
'_ .Mar CA 92625.
Hey everyone I It's Mary Rhinihart's
Sue
RENT: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
FOR
APARTMENT
birthday on Monday. Wish her a
Available
Durham.
Downtow~
Childcare Assistant wanted for
January 1, '90 to · May '90. 10 T-shirts -$10, Sweatshirts· $22 Send- a pumpkin to someone , happy 21st. Happy Birthday Mare!
after-school program in a
mipute walk to campus. every Friday on Main , Street. OR special, we deliver. It's only $1.00.
Montessori school in Stratham.
Reasonable rent. Partially call ~rian or Ray at · J{appa Sig, MUB balcony today.
Great learning opportunity! vyork~
A must nsee. Please call 868-9855.
Hey BUCKY! Happy Birthday to an
study position; $5.50/hr. Monday furnished.
Buy your pumpkin nowl MUB OKbuddy. Love, Ace-Man
Chris at 868-1918 for
through •F riday 3-5 p.m., flexible. Nancy or
today.
b~cony
.
more information. Available for 2 Where's Colleen Roche when-you
Reply to The Cornerstone School.
need her? Not in New Hampshire.
146 High Street, Stratham, NH persons.
Here's a big MUR?I for you.
03885; 772-4349.
1979 Chevette, Blue 4 door,. wellmaintained, $500 call 868-1054.
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Football Notebook ·-,
By Jeff Novotny

'

1

-- Richmond _leads the
Braune will tie
series with UNH 3-0. They
school record 'for receptions
have beaten the ·cats in- '· corisecutive games (~4) wi _
each of the previous three
his
first ·
catc
seasons ... Last _ year's '
Saturday... Cornei:-back Rya
contest in Richmond went
Jones was named Yanke
info/ overtin:ie, with (he
-Conference player of the wee
Spiders winning 23for
his
outstandin
17...TheWUdca:tshavewon
performance last Saturday ·!
nine straight Homecoming
the 17 -10 victo:ry over Colgate
garn~.-'Phei~ !-a.'5t"-lo:,; 'w ets~""'~~ie-nes- had_two intel"ceptiohs ·

recovered a fumble, force
another fumble, and returne
a punt 26 yard$ to set up th
g a m ' e - w i n n ·1 ·n
touchdown .. .Jim Marshall i
in his first year as head coac
of Richmond.

in 1979, a 16-3 defeat at
the ha,nds of · Lehigh.
Overall. .Bill Bowes is 133-1 on Homecoming:· This
is the first meeting between
UNH and Richmond on
Home~omin -. . ~ Chris

Happy Birthday Mary Rhinehart! WORD :PROCESSING. Services
Don't have too much · for this include resumes, papers, reports,
weekend. Love yal Lara
~- d~sktoppublishing, mailinglists/
labels, transcription. Quality
Hey Jayn¢:.. I know this isn't . a guaranteed. Student discounts
banner across Stoke, pr a full page -p lus 100/oofffornewclients. Pickup
ad, but this isn't my undying love '_ and delivery available ..C~ Cindy
we're talking about either! Just a
at Words & More at [207)324lot of interest. Let's chat. -Marc 1834
P.S. Are those really Bugle Boy
jeans you:re wearing?
Get into self-defense and exercise
at HWANG's $CHOOL OF
Hey Notes! Think sheep balls. Let's TAEKWON-DO. 42MainSt. Dover,
do itlll
743-6500. Call now for special
se.me-ster rates.
JAMAICA IS WHERE IT'S ATIit
Spend spring break soaking up the TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
rays. Come to the MU-Bon October Professional Quality. very
Last season, the defense
31 to learn more or_call Kathleen at reasonable prices, -spelling
yielded 170 goals, the most of
868-2669 or Tim at 868-1.l 03. accuracy inc-Iuded". Call Margaret _ any Hock~y East team, . but
Moran, 742-2037, Dover.
Kullen said that was a niarkc:;aPaging · Dr. Savola... Paging Dr.
improvement from previous
Savola... STA'Il
WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING.
years; "Two years ago, th~
..
- ·-.. . Versatile,expertstaff.FastService,
defense allowed 180 goals," he
Welcome home Jen and Rev! We've Reasonable Rates. 800-331-9783
mi~sed . yeut .Get,_.~ t for a ,, _sick-, Ext..- 888 · ... , -•': 1, .
said. ·"O~e of our goals was to:week~ndl Love, your east coast
cut down on that nwnber and
buddies.
. -· · HORSE BOARDING AT NEW
we did."
STABLE IN LEE. 12Xl2 STALLS, .
-Leading the defensive unit
Happy Birthday AMY1 Better late 2 MILES FROM CAMPUS . Oij
will be Senior .Captain Chris
than never ... keep the lamp · ROUTE 155. DEMERITT HILL
bfilning.
Grassie (4-12-16) ~nd Senior
· FARM. 96 ACRES AVAILABLE
Jeff Lazaro (8-14-22). Behind
FORRIDING. $125 PER MONTH.
To the guy that works too hard.
CALL BILL 868-2134 OR STEVE
them wilf be Sophomores Steve
- Sorry this took so long. Thank you- 8?8-1480, EVENINGS BEST.
- Morrow , (0~0-0) and Frank
for the beautiful i-osel From: The
Messina(l-0-0), FreshmenJiIJ:1
girl who parties too J?UCh.
PROFESSSIONAL 1YPING- for
McGrath and Jesse Cooper and _
students and professors. $1.25/
To the pledge trainer and pledges page. Pick-up and delivery in Juniors David MacIntyre (0-4of Sig Ep: Thanks for -giving me Durham avajlable. Call Jo-Anne at _4) and Matt Trenovich (0-1 -:1).
such an early, boisterous B-day 332-6162.
The big question mark
greeting. You guys are-awesome!
surrounding this years team is
Cathy
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING,
the offense. Last season the
Professional quaiity,
very
Dave: Thanks foqrtaking my 21st reasonable prices, spelling offense· scored 75 goals, the
birt:J;iday so special! I I'll never forget accuracy included. Call Margaret - fewestofanyHockeyEastteam.
it. LOVE, Cathy
Kullen said the offense will take
Moran, 742-2037.

WILDCAT HOCKEY PREVIEW

continued -fro111 page 28

-

>

care of itself but admitted that
the inability of the offense to
put up big scoring totals will be
the teams most glaring
KQ
/
weakness.
.
Dp you love the ocean, snorkeling,
-..we are going to be in all
diving, swimming with the sharks,
Professional Bodywork-,-over 25 _ tight games," he said .. "I just
and hunting your own lobsters? years of combined experience.
don't see us scoring 10 goals
Be . a part of the furt this Spring ' Special rates for UNH faculty,
per game.'We are going to have
Break with the NHOC.

l'o Kappa Delta Pledge13: You girls
are outstanding)! Get psyched to
party - with ATOI -Love, sisters of

,

F'OR RENT: ARTIST STUDiO
SPACE, · GOOD LIGHT, . HIGH
CEILINGS, WELL-INSULATED,
PORTSMOUTH. \ RENT
NEGOTIABLE. 436-7882

students, saff-usually 30-50%
lower than Jiates at other shops.
Hey Flinky Star Bucklll I still owe Only the highest quality materials
you a six pack;-B.O.H.?used. All wor.k guaran:teedrustwork a specialty. Call Jerry at
Congratulations Leslie! I know you -964-6459 OR at 868-2886 and
will have the best time in London! leave your message.
I'll miss you! Love, Kristi
Professional Word Processing,
To the brothers and pledges ofATO:
Resume Writing, Editing and
_G et psyched for a fun-filled Writing Services. Discount rates
weekend! It's_going to be a blast! . for students. A.H.H. Executives
Love The. Sisters _and Pledges of 692-5369 7 days/wk.
Kappa Delta.
T,here is a woman on Stoke Four.
For whom a surpise is in store. The
prettiest woman I've yet seen'. And
herlovelyname ... Kristine. t.S.R
UNH's Best Spring Break to
JAMAICA-Montego Bay! Sign up
nowl Call Kirstin or Renee at 8682177.

to ·play great defense since we
"You'd love to have a 30 goal
don't-have. a great offense.." ·
scorer,"- said-,Kullen. "If you
The catalyst of the offense don't though, then you_need to
will be Junior Chris Winnes have around eig~.t 15 goal
(11-20-31). Winnes, who was a scorers."
Hockey E;as t AH- Rookie
With . the strong s howing
performer ~o years ago, is the hockey team had ·during
coming - off _a _ disappointing the ·second half last year, theseasonandwilllook-tolightthe Wildcats lost in overtime to a
lamp more often this season: · tough Northeastern Huskie
"Chris has to return to his game team in the first round of the
breaking style that he had as a Hockey East Playoffs last year,
freshman," Kullen said. "He'll expectations among fans _and
be the first to admit that he - players · have grown. Kullen
only hadafairyear JastseaSC>n." understands and endorses
Joining Winnes on ._ the · those high expectations.
attack will be Sophomore Joe
"1be expectations should
Flanagan (23-11-34). Flanagan be high," he said. "Last year, ,
set a school record last year for we finally saw the light at the
goalsscoredasafreshmq11with end of the tunnel. Finally, we
23. SeniorDavidAikeri (14-17- _ are back into things and are
31) will also be one of the ready to compete for a home ice
primary scoring threats. "He is position in the playoffs."
deceptive,"saidKullen. "Hegets _
, · In ·order to receive'
his 15 to 20 goals. He should home ice 'tn the first round of
do that and more."
the Hockey East Playoffs, the
Sophomores SavoMitrovic Wildcats will have to finish at
(2:_8-10), Domenic Amodeo (6- least fourth in the league.
12-18), Scott Morrow (6-7-13), · Kullen sees-the team finishing·
AdainHayes(l-1-2,)an~Mark in fourth place. "We are ready
McGinn (3-7-10) will joi,n to compete for the league title,"·
Juniors Kevin Dean (1-12-13) _ he said. "Before that would have
and Bruce MacDonald (1-3-4) beeri wishful thinking. We are
in trying ~o improve the · getting better."
offensive attack.

en's x -country place eiQ'J .t ·.· .·

y Frank A. Bonsal

The men's cross 'country
eamtraveledtoBtyantCoHege
n Smithfield, RI last Saturday
0 compete in the Eastern
ntercollegiate Championships
gainst io teams from around
e region. Although the squad
as · missing some of its top
unnerf;, UNH managed to
omeawaywithanetghthplace
ish, .198 team points. UMasson the- event with _38 team
ints followed by Lowell and
ermont with 71 and 110
espectively. Rob Edson of
eene State College took top
onon, with a tlmeof25:51.

The UNH team, which about~e · results, but was
competed in the Eastems, was comf?rted .b ythe fact.that they
composed
of
mostly may nave .t rained excessively
· underclassmen, -particularly · for the event._.
.
freshmen; this gave the veteran
"1be ol~er group did not
runners a chance to rest up·for have a good race ... they had too
the
North
- Atlantic much work the week before,"
Championships and gave these said Coach Jim Boulanger,
younger,
inexperienced . reflecting. "We overcooked the
runners ~ chance to prove lead runners." But as part o
themselves.
·
the team competed, the .others
Toe first UNH runner _to _prepared for the upcoming
finish was sophomore Greg championships. ,
Wipf, placing 19th with a time
Toe Wildcats head up t~
of 27:05. Sophomore ·Jeff Maine tomorrow for the North
Sallade placed 33rd and junior Atlantic
Conference
Mark Leonard placed 42nd.
Championships -to contest
Toeteamwasdisappoh)ted some of New Engl~d's best.

1
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Scoring

·a .

-G

Brickley
Robinson
PavegliQ
~

·~- :BJAgx . ,

Canning Long
Geromini
Midura
Zifcak
Gaudette
UNH .

OPP

14
14
14
. ,,,.,;,.~ .1 4
- . 14 - :14
· 13
13
14
14
i
14
14

Asst

11

2

4
3
4

6
-3
-- ' ···~

3

~-"-"

3
2
2

\

_ l _~-

.t· .
0

1
1

1
1
1
1

35
17

16
14

\

FOOTB ALL STATIS TICS
Rushing

I

\

Goaltertding

Min ·- svs S% - ds GAA so ..
951 . 125 · .893 15 . 1. 1 . 7
0
3 _.600 2 4.8
29

G
14
2

Gaudette
Gioffre

Team Totals
Q .

UNH

OPP

14
14

. Shots
.312
193

Gs
35
17

Svs·

Comers
199
88

128
153

No _·
G
85
5
5 · 40
32
5
18
3

Ford
Cripps
Banbwy
Griffin
Gallager
Bourassa
· Carr
UNH ·

\

OPP , .

5

6

5
5
5
5

3 ·

14
198
228

Footba ll
· Men's minor
1. Kappa Sigi:na
2~ O.C. Team~n
3. Gibbs Hommeys
4. Magnos
_4 . A Football Tm.
Men's MajQr
I.SAE Lions
2. PIKE Generals
_3_ Lambda
4~ A F~otbaIITeam
5.--Magnificen t Seven

- · Field Hocke y stand illgS · Receivin g
(as of0ct,;,~ r -l6)

.Spittel

Overall

Conference

L

W

T

W_ L

T

10 4 0
2
10 . 3
8 3· . 0
3 9 - l
5 7 _l

.3 0 0
1 0 0 .
I 0
2
BU
0 2 0
Maine
Vermont 0 3 0
UNH .
NU

NAC Individ ual statisti cs
SCORIN G
1. Mucera, .NU
2. Sweeney. NU

3 . .BRICKLEY, UNH .
4. Erickson, UVM
5. Maxwell, BU
5. ROBINSON,, UNH

14
13
11
14

A
3

-3
11

· 17
2

GOALTENDING

Pls
21

20
10

~

/-- 6

10

-

SHO PCT
.919
7
.933
7
3 - .852 .

Team

Record

120
14-1
North Carolina 12-2 - 114
Northwestem - 12-2-1 108
13-0-2 . 99
Iowa
12-1:.1 99
Penn State
190
14-1
Providence

2.
3.
4.

6.

7. Northeastem lQ-3-2 84
'!6
10-3
8. Virginia .
74
9-4-1
9. UMass
65
9-4-1
10. Maryland
61
10-4
11. UNH
8-3 . · 54
12. BU
48
8-5-1
13. Temple
42
12-3
14. Lafayette

15.UConn

7-5

36

~

- 4

5

5
4

brtflln
Carr
UNH

pts

1
2·
\~

t-6
4
3
t-6
t-10
. 8

t-10
9

12
13
14
16

G
3

Nq Yds
21 193
15 197
12 120
11 163
53 .
7
73
,
4
' 4
80
4 ' 43
18
1
65 800
52 755

\

Comp

Att

38
41
79
73

91

3

5
5

83
174
123

5
5

32
38
31
25
13
33
55
18
18
55
41

Int -

Yards
408
539
947
1007

Punting _
G

r.ong

Avg TD
0
9.2
13.1·
0
0
10.0
3
14.8
0
7.6
2
24.3
20.0 · 1.
0
10.8
O·
18.0
6
12.3
4
14.5

.3

4
7
3

Yds

No
· 31
28

5

Ts
24
24

5

23

5
4
4
4

19
1~
18
19

G
Tychsen
· Beatty
Joy
Reap
McGrath
Jordan
Jones

5

TD

2
5
7
5

Co-Rec

_ . . ._

l .Acacia Untouchables
2. Nick's Bricks
3. To~ers Tightends
4. The.t a Chi/ Delta
· Theta
.Pct
.418
.494
.454
.593

Soccer
. Women's ·
1. O.C. Welchlanders
2. Christensen
V
3 . Ioungens

· Men's minor ·
- Avg

1058'
997

34.1
35.6

LG
55
61

Defensi ve
AVG
0.45
0.66
1.18

NCAA DIV I Field Hockey PolUOct 16)
l. Old Dominion

· 5
1
5
5
5
5
. 5

Gordon OPP

(OVERALL )

G MIN GA SVS
12 780 5 57
l.Heywood, BU ,
2.GAUDETIE , UNH 14 951 9 125
52
11 5-35 9
3.Mitchell, NU _

Braune
Gallagher
Perry.
Banbwy
Bourassa
Cripps
Ford
D~nnelly

13
OPP
11 .

6

5·

~

s

'

Passing

Gs
18

,4
·4

G

opp

(OVERALL ) G
15
15

. _ .·

.. -.- --· --- . .

~

'

\

Long
- _57 ·
17
12
15
15
- 26
7
67
56

Avg.· · TD
4
4.8
0
4.0
0
4.7
0.9 ,. 0
0
7.5
0
17.7
0
-1.7
5
4.1
- 3.2 - 7

Yds
414
161
150
17
45
53 .
-24
81'6
736

Rec-S ports
:stand ing$

I

Asst,
13
12
12
14
14
14
7

Total
37
36
35
33
33
32
26

1. Sawyer Studs
2. Christensen .Booters
3. Englehardt
4. O.C. Dukes ofD and D
4. Hetzel Hell Raisers

Men's major
I.Sigma NU ND's
2. SAE Bucks. Boys
3. Acacia Gold

~Response to· last
week's question
· "Rich Gedman is the Red
Sox who must go. The
man
is horrendoµs offensively
and his defense is · _
pathetic.
The man needs a change .
of scenery and perhaps a
change of jobs."
Chris. Bailey sports comm.
Whal do you think of
Snively Arena? Send your
answers to The New
Hampshire

I
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Domino's Pizia 'S jjider~ Craivl to Durham
Richmond 0-4 in the Yankee Co erence ·,
·
Sports Quiz ·· . ..
,@

I

By Jeff Novotny

The Wildcat football team
will take on the Richmond ·
season?
. Spiders in search of their ·
·..,, 2) Which NCAA Division I (men's) player has the highest
fourth straight win this
.,
, .
.
scoring average for a season
Saturday (Homecoming Day)
3)Which NFL quarterback has .the best pas.smg percentage m
atCowellStadium, 12:30p.m.
a Super Bowl(minimium 10 .completions)
· :
_·
The Spiders enter the ·
4) Which pitcher had the most strikeouts in a World Series '
game ·w ith a record of 1-5
game? .
·
·
' . .
.
. . ,. p)~1fi°£h · of }t1:e .~?9,µowm& .-~la~~-~ ~: ~~s,-,~ ;~?.est free throw_ . overall and OA in the Yankee
percentage ot a se~n
·· , 1
"
. · ·c orifer~iice~:1-11 the-it: slasFtw9
A) Calvin Murphy
g~es, losses to-M~ine and
B) Rick Bariy
Boston University;, they have
"C) Larry Bird
been outscored bya combined
D) Oscar Robertson
76-16.
· However, according to
6) Which heavyweight fighter had the longest uninterrupted
reign as world champion? ·
·
·
·
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes,
1
7) Which major leaguer played in the most games in a career?
. Richmond is a better te~
. ·8) Which of the following NFL players has _the highest rushing
- than . their 1-5 · record
average gain in a career (minimum 500 attempts)? r
indicates.
A) Walter Payton
·
"In ·terms of talent, they
_B) <;>.J. Shnpson
should be competitive in this
C) John Riggins
D) ~im B_
rown
league,"said Bowes. "Btit
turnovers have been a big ltark C&Jr and th~ offense alii,Li1iiilu
able to run up the score _.
9) Which major leaguer has.been hit by a pitch more llines than ·
proble1:nJorthem. They've had on Richmond (Michele Adam photo).
·. .
.
·
any other?
·
some turnovers early in hauled in 15 passes for 2l6 tailbackKyleCnpps 1sreadyto
_ .
_
play.
Bonus Question (3 points)
'. . ,
·
. , games, the other team jumps yards. . .
When was the last sea~n in which the UNH men's basketball
ahea'd' by a couple of
DefensivetackleTomColes
The only offensiv~ loss is
team fmished with a record'above .~00 (regular se~n~? ·
tou~hdowns, and then they . leads the Spider defense. Last back-up split e-nd Barry
don't play well after that."
yearwhen Richmond held UNH Bourassa, ~ho is doubtful for
Answers from 10{13
. Richmond · fields a to 68 yards ru_!?Wng (on the~ Saturdaywtth a Mp injwy.
talented b~ckfleldoft~lback ' waytoa23-17overtimevictory
On def~r,ise, ":1e Wilpcats
1. Wade Boggs ·
Eric Hoplwis (103 carries for over the •cats), it was the effort, t"might have . to plaY,':,witho~t
2. Michael Jordan (63 points) ·
3. Wayne Gretsky
_
490 yards, 4.8 avg.) and . of Coles that keyec( the ' -linebacker~ Chris· McGrath'
4. Walter Payton (275 yards)
fullback Sam Yaffa (40,204, Richmond defense.
(hamstring) <and ·' '.'f'~cJ': .·Reap_
5. Wilt Chaniberlin
5.1).
"Coles has killed us the . (knee), and back-up noseguar~
6; True.:- (Harris had 12,120 to Brown's 1i,312)
"Other than .Maine, I ·last two .years,~ said Bowes . .~.Tom Whelen Oegb1fecti6n).-All
7. Hack Wilson (190 runs batted in)
think'
they're the . best . "We just haven't blocked Wm' three are doµbtful for this
8. Tom Dempsey (63 yards)
.bac-kfleld tandem that we·v~ well. He's a dominating Saturday's game.
9. Mickey Mantle
.
Bonu~ Question. The decade 1910-.1919.
faced yet," said Bowes_. . .
defensive player."
.·Bov.r~s is hoping that the
1
- • . Ql!~rter,back "', ...) {yl~~The •cats offense appears 'Cats can prevent Richmond
Rules ·
, Horner, a transfer f:r~ni · to b~ almost completely from scoring first and building
.
1) All ans~ers .should be senno The New
Tennessee, lias completed 67 . healthy. Mark Carr will be up their confidence.
H~pshire c/o Adam Berg rtiom 1st Memorial Union
of 148 passes (45 percent) for making his third start in _a row
"'Ihey're · the type mf team ,·
B~ding, Durham, NH 03824 and must be received by
769
yards
and . two at quarterback after his bout that if they get ahead of us,
Thursday of the following week. Any answers received
after Thursday will be cleem:ed invalid for the contest.
touchdowns, but has thrown · with mononupleosis.
.' then I tWnk we're going to be iil
.
2) No orie employed by The New Hampshire or
nine interceptions.
. NormFord, whorushedfor for ·a struggle," said Bowes.··
Domino'• Pizza will be eligible for any prizes.
_His favorite ~g~ts ~e , 140 yards with a _b ange~ up , "We've got to play well ·early
. Prize■•
.
.I
Hopkins,
with 18 catches for knee last week, is dose to 100 , andhopefullygetaheadofthem
After the last quiz on December 1, the points
147yards, andfreshman~plit percent healthy, and back-up and see what happens."
will be totaled &om the entire contest, and the top three
end Sterling ~rown, who has
point getters will receive priz~s, courtesy of Domino's
·_ pizza.
First prize: 1·0 l~ge cheese pizzas and cokes.
Second pdze: five large · cheese pizzas a~d
cokes.
Third pri~e: one large cheese pizza and cokes.
1)

What II1p.Jor leaguer has the record for the most saves m a

p

0

NEW BOARDS .AT 'SNIVELY
. continued from. page 28 '· .

Rowell said. "It's [frame] all steel was ready but the new · play~rs wh<:> went on . to
construction and these· are Plexiglass had not arrived, professional hockey, the Allb=====:::a::::::==;::;=.=====================~ replaceable in six or eight foot . making it impossible for the American banners, as well as
sections."
team to practice.
individu~picturesofthisyear's
· UNH was ·not ·r equired · by' • "We should be able to go on squad.
. . ·
Hockey East to replace the rink the ice ·with a game Friday,"
The lounge . is decorated.
board,s. "Everyone knew our Mitrovic said: "Just close up with a couch, two reclining
· tournament. "It's too bad · long but -is generally open boards were bad, and someone the rink, ·get ·everyone out of chairs, and a magnificent rug
model of an icehe lost a ball or else he ,might except for the 12th, 13th, and was going to 'get hurt. But our _here and let us practice. These which is
ice
is
the
best
in
the
East
so
no
boards
are
live.
We
just
need
a
•
h~key
rink.
The carpet cost
have tied for the low score of 14th holes located across the
one
minded
playing
here,"
said
couple
of
practices
to
get
used
.
$1995,
said
Rowell.
the day (73)."
road. The course is also known.
to them." ·
·
"Those are,real lines, "·said
"I · think we have a for its hard greens but Pope Rowell. ·
Since
the
boards
9nly
Howell,
of the blue arid red
realistic charice," said Coach thinks they will be much softer_
arrived
a
week
ago,
many
Other
Changes
lines
on
the carpet. "They are
Ken Pope. "All year we have with all of the recent.rain.
individuals
have
had
to
do
extra
.
What
the
fans
_
will
not
see
not
painted
on."
had two players play good and . __,_
--nie . greens· are -real
Also the press box '\\'.'c!S
two play so-so. Ifwe could just hard in the summer, but with work to get the rink ready for _ this evening are the renovations
1
in the "back" of Snively Arena. painted and .the penalty box
·get three players to pJay well · the rain I expect that the players · tonight's.showdown.
"It's
the
players
who
set
the
In
the area where the old lx>ards was moved to the other side and one sg-so then we could can fire at the pin," Pope said.
win the thing. Hopefully that "That should be easier for the . rink up," said Rowell. "They wete kept, there is ~~w a per order of Hockey East,
·
beautiful new room which will according to Sports Information
will happe:p. this week."
teams' that have never played played a big part."
"We
brought
the
boards
in
be
used for receptions, me_e ting. Director Michael Bruckner.
Last year Hartford, a -t he course before."
T h e·
The painting was done
scholarship school, won the tournament is being held at and put them in place and they new recruits, ~s well as
title _easily but this year Pope Charmingfare.since UNH could just riveted them and put glass watchinggameftlnis,according strictly by volunteers from ·
· to Rowell.
.
Friends of Hockey and the
thinks the tournament is wide not reserve_ the date at hinges in," Mitrovic 's aid.
"OurcoachDickHtirniledid
"The
room
is
a
recruiting
movement of the, penalty box
open. "Hartford las-t year Portsmouth, according to Pope
, everything ..He wa:~ only getting . tool," Rowell said. "Before we enabled the ·un,iversity to
completely dominated New
At the same time as
England, but this year it is up
NAC championship, there one-twohoursasleepperritght," took the parents through the ~igniflcantlyenlargeeachteam
rink and interviewed -them at bench.
- for grabs," Coach Ken Pope will be a separate tournament -he added.'
Due
to
the
construction,
the Field House. Nowwe can sit
said. "Whoever gets hot this . being played with -the eight
the team has not been able fo them down iri here."
year will win it.~
other 1schools in the Yamaha
practice at Sniyely. As of
1be room contains color
_
Channingfare is a par Wildcat Invitational . .
Wednesday
afternoon;
th~ice
photos
of all the former UNH
72 course that is 6,586 yards

NAC TOURNEY fN CANDIA

(con tin u.ed fro·m page 28)
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'Cats ha<

New look

j-

7

exp·erien·c e-- -.·. ·
this season

~-for .SniV ely
By Jqhn K~lley

1

~~·

- By Brian Brady
The one ingredientrecent UNH Men's Hockey teams have lacked is
experience. They have always
seemed to have potential .but
never experience. According to
. Head Coach Bob Kullen, that
has changed and the very
experience which' the Wildcats
have lacked in recent years will
ironically be one of the key
Ingredients in the 1989:-90
team.
"Right now, there are
no freshmen in tlie (rrst three
lines, .. •said Kullen, who will
, begin his third full season as
hockercoac h Friday night at
Hockey East Face_:Off Night at
Snively Arena (5:30 starting
time). "That's agreatsign. Back,
in the old days when we were freshman eased
great,
themselves in."
Those old days Kulleh
talked about were only back in
in the early l 980's when the
" 'Cats were one of the beasts of
college hockey. 'fimes h~ye __
changed, asanyWIJ.dc athockey
. fan well knows, and the
· program has fallen upon,tough
·
times.
·Coml{lg off a.12-21-0
season (9-17 -0, sixth place in
Hockey East), many coaches
would not be very optimistic if
they were given essentially the
PAGE 27
SNIVELY,
.
squad, however· Kullen
same
the
as
teams,
both
for
scoring
out-paced
.
who
Young,
Wendy
·
By Usa Sand.ford
Wildcats chances .in
the
·
likes
and
The UNH women's her defenders, and took an 18- Hawks took ·the 2-1 lead
this season~ -"We're '
play
league
.
win.
,, · soccer team t raveled - to yard shot from the right comer. eventually the
·
·
· . ·
team," he. said.
hockey
good
a
,
intermission
the
After
the
of
back
Hartford~ Con.necticu t on Her shot found the
Key players
improved.
are
We
..
tough
played
teams
two
the
1-0.
·
up
UNH
put
and
net
Wednesd;;iy to take on the
is ·
everybody
-and
back
are·
other
Hartford began to gain defense, preventing each
nationallyra nked Uriiversityo f ·•
·
better."
scoring.
from
· Hartford. · Although the momentum after their first goal.
By John Kelley
Kullen feels _ that
"We had a goocJ game,
"'They had some breaks
The-UNH men's golf teaµi Wildcats suffered their · third
of the team will be the ,
strength
and
defensively
but, both
thei-r , way,
.will host the North Atlantic consecutive loss, their play fall
Leading the defense
defense.
Anderson.
said
Champion ships an,d the · against the Hawks, who are unfortunatel y, we didn't," said offensively,"
goaltender Pat
Junior
be
will
Maura
Wildcat_ ranked 10th in the nation, was Anderson. ..They had a "Wendy Young,
Yamaha, UNH
4.16. goals
(9-13,
Morrison
and .Paige Christle
In~tational concurrently this . nothing _short ·of impressive. · questionabl e call that , gave . Naughton,
· season) .
last
average
_
against
New
them a penalty shot." That all .played well for us."
. weekend at _Charmi-ngf are The 'Cats lost, 2-1.
to the
bnportant
very
was
"Pat
Head Coach Marge penalty sh~t resulted in the Hampshire did a commendab le team's success over the second
· Country Club in Candia, NH.
pace with the
Fourteen teams · are Anderson .dubbed the game, Hawks' first goal, at the 28:42 job of .Jceeping
h~oflast seaso11:," Kullen said ..
team.
Hartford
kick
strong
Hodina's
Monica
.
.
mark
wellvery
.scheduled to attend this ..an evenly matched,
"The fact that he was selected
host
The .Wildcats
tourname_nt. played contest. We had periods from the middle got past UNH
weekend's
·
Brook this afternoon at the Most Valuable· Pl~yer last
Besides the Wildcats the other when we were completely hetminder Jill Lewis to knot Stony
season by his teammates says
3.: 00.
five NAC teams are defending dominant, and so did Hartford, the score at one.
something ...
play
.. If both teams
Just a minute later,
champion Hartford, _Maine, she said." ·
Backing up Morrison will
exciting
an
be
should
it'
New _ Hampshire Hartford's Kim Lemere chalked , well,
Colgate, Vermont, \ and
either Pat Szturm or _
be
Anderson.
Northeaster n. The winner of .;Showed their dominance early up a goal from in fr,;mt of the game," predicts
Brett Able. Both
Freshman
,
the thirty-six hole tournament in the game. At the 18:54.mark, net, off a feeder from Tammy
dueling f9r the
been
have
among the NAC teams will sweeper· Maura Naughton fed Thompson. That ended .the
second goalie position since. ·
receive the Gordon McLullough
practice began October 2.
.
Trophy.
The area of the team which
Ace Eaton, Pat Stzutm,
pleases Kullen is the defensive ,
Brian
Mike . Korcuba,
·core, which is made up of eight
Mate
and
Thompson ,
players (two players from each
O'Sullivan will playJor the 'Ca~
class). '"'!be problem with the
this weekend. "Mark has been
defensemen in the past is that
the biggest surprise for us this
we have always been young:"
season,". ~oach Ken Pope said
Kullen said. "With two players
about O'Sullivan who shot a 75
from,each class, there is a nice
in the final round of the ECAC
•)><<
/>••
••
•
;.:
;•
<•·.·•::
·
•
\/•
.
·
/
.....
>••·
,
?'
balance."
::
·
.
•
·
·
•
·
•❖ > •..• > }? ' i:12/ ,....·. ...· •·•
The old boards at Snively Arena bad their fair share of wear anct' tear(flle photo).
GOLF, PAGE 27
WILDCATS. _ PAGE, 25
.

As.peoplepo urintoSnive ly
Arena this evening for the
Hockeyr East Face-Off, pay
particular attention to the
surprised look on their faces as
they gawk at the shiny new .
fiberglass rink boards, the
-enlarg~d benches, and the
newly painted press·cox.
The· rink boards and ..
fiberglass cost $100,000. The
uniyersity and the Friends of ·
- Hockey are splitting the
expe_n se - $50,000 each. The
Friends have a commitmen t to
pay $10,000 a year for five ,
years, said PresidentofF riends
of Hockey Dick ·Rowell.
"'The only way that [new
-boards] was possible was for
the university-to give $50,000,"
said Rowell ...In the past they
always saicl they [the university]
didn't have tlie money. Ever
since Gib Chapman and Mike
O'Neil have been around we
have gotten good cooperation
· from the u~iversity."
~ere made
1be old
ofwood and came to Snively25
years ago, second hand,·-from As of Wednesday some work stm needed to be done to get Snively-rea dy for tonight~•
.
.
. ·
. Lynn, MA. They were the same match~p (Michele Adam photo)~
ones used on the old outdQOr
arena, according to UNH player
Savo Mitrovic.
"'lbe old .one's were made
of oak, these are made of
fiberglass as all are today," -

boards

Wo men lose •to ·Hartford, 2~ 1
Socc er falls to tenth: ranke d, team .-

Golf host.S

NAC

,

/

\

·•·•·••·•·
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